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In this project, we developed an active beam sensor modeled after the sensory hair cell and 
stereocilia active system found in the auditory organs of mammalian vertebrates. The active 
beam sensor consists of a cantilever beam with a lead zirconate titanate (PZT) piezoelectric 
bimorph actuator mounted at its fixed end. The active sensor is used to measure base and 
acoustic stimulus. 
 
The sensitivity (tip displacement, wL) and frequency selectivity (resonant frequency) of the 
active sensor can be adjusted by varying the amplitude and phase of the voltage (VPZT) across 
the PZT bimorph actuator. A simple closed loop feedback control system governed by the 
relation iPZT LV ke w
φ= ⋅  is implemented to control the amplitude and phase of VPZT. We 
investigate the effect of varying the gain factor parameters k and φ (gain factor amplitude and 
phase delay respectively) on the active sensor. 
 
A mathematical model based on the Timoshenko beam theory is developed to analyze the 
characteristics of the active beam sensor. Experiments are also performed. Experimental 
measurements and simulation results are in good agreement. Both the simulation results and 
experimental measurements show that the gain factor parameters k and φ can be used to tune 
the active beam to respond optimally to specific frequencies.  
 
v 
When tuned to a desired sensitivity and frequency selectivity, this beam can be integrated into 
a sensor array arrangement. Individual active sensors are selected to cover a narrow frequency 
band. This allows the sensor array to cover a broad range of frequency.  
 
Potential applications of the active sensor array include frequency detection, pre-conditioning 





ATH Absolute threshold of hearing 
CA Cochlear amplifier 
DAQ Data acquisition card 
DC Direct current 
FIFO First in – First out 
OHC Outer hair cells 
PET Polyethylene terephthalate 
PVDF Polyvinylidene fluoride 
PZT Lead zirconate titanate 
SOE Spontaneous otoacoustic emissions 
SPL Sound pressure level 
  
A  Cross sectional area ( )A b t= ⋅  
b , t  and L  Width, thickness and length dimensions 
iC  Contribution coefficient of non-homogenous solutions 
31d  Piezoelectric charge constant 
dA  Rate of change of cross sectional area dA dx dy= ⋅  
E , *E  Young’s modulus, Complex Young's modulus 
VE  Electric field across the piezoelectric electrodes V
VE
h
 =    
G , *G  Shear modulus, Complex shear modulus 
h  Thickness of the piezoelectric layer 
H  Filter height range 
I  Second moment of area of the rectangular cross section 3
1
12
I bt =    
J  Mass moment of inertia 
k  Gain factor amplitude 
maxk  
Gain factor amplitude that gives the maximum sensitivity given φ  is 
held fixed 
ike φ  Gain factor 
Tk  Constant numerical factor for Timoshenko beam theory 
x Lm =  Tip damping mass 





χ ⋅  gives the conventional bending moments in a 
cantilever beam 
piezoM  Bending moments due to piezoelectric bimorph actuator 
p , ( )P x  Force per unit length 
vii 
Q  Shear force 
delayt  Time delay between the VPZT signal and wL signal 
V , PZTV  
Voltage applied across the piezoelectric layer, voltage across PZT 
bimorph actuator 
w , Lw  Deflection of the beam, Tip displacement of beam 
Lw  Amplitude of tip displacement. 
y  Dimension, distance from the neutral axis 
y  Desired output of DAQ card amplitude filter 
0y  Filter start amplitude 
iy  Non-homogeneous solutions to differential equation 
Y  Distance of the neutral axis from the base. χ  Rotation of the normal 
φ  Gain factor phase delay 
maxφ  Gain factor phase delay that gives the maximum sensitivity given k  is held fixed 
Lw
φ  Phase angle of the tip displacement. 
γ  Structural damping coefficient 
ρ   Density properties 
σ , ( )yσ  Stress due to mechanical load, as a function of y 




b Indicates property or dimension pertaining to cantilever beam  
p, pzt Indicates property or dimension pertaining to PZT bimorph actuator  
L Indicates characteristics measured at x L=  
f Indicates property of fluid medium which the beam is vibrating in. 
viii 
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The auditory sense of human is extremely sensitive and selective. The minimum sound 
intensity which a healthy individual can hear is frequency dependent. Our auditory senses are 
most sensitive at 4 kHz1 with an absolute threshold of hearing (ATH) of approximately -10 
dB. This sound pressure level (SPL) of only 6x10-6 dB SPL is equivalent to the pressure of 1 
g of water spread over an area of 1550 m2. To achieve such sensitivity and selectivity, our 
auditory organ must be extremely efficient in converting sound energy into neural signals.  
 
Hair cells are sensory cells responsible for the transmission of neural signals from our 
auditory organ to the brain. From the apical surface of these hair cells, hair like structures 
known as stereocilia extends from the sensory hair cells and is immersed in a fluid medium. 
Stereocilia are found in bundles within the auditory organ of mammalian vertebrates. When 
mechanically stimulated by sound waves, the stereocilia cause neural signals to be sent to the 
brain, hence giving the sense of hearing. 
 
Experimental evidences have strongly suggested that hair cells are active structures. They are 
motile and respond to an external stimulus with changes in its length. Thus the hair cell and 
stereocilia bundle can be treated as an active system with the ability to adjust their mechanical 
sensitivity and frequency selectivity. We define mechanical sensitivity as the ratio of tip 
displacement of the stereocilia to the stimulus level and frequency selectivity as the ability to 
distinguish shifts in frequency of the input signal based on the tip displacement response. 
                                                 
1 Reference: Fletcher-Munson equal loudness contours 
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In this study, we developed a mathematical model and conducted experiments on an active 
sensor that mimics the behavior of stereocilia on an active hair cell. The active sensor, 
resembling the stereocilia construction, consists of a cantilever beam with a piezoelectric 
bimorph actuator mounted on its fixed end. This sensor is used to detect base and acoustic 
excitations where base excitation is a sinusoidal displacement excitation at clamped end of the 
beam and acoustic excitation is a sinusoidal pressure excitation along the length of the beam 
as illustrated in Figure 1.1. 
 
 
Figure 1.1: Illustration of base and acoustic excitation 
 
The sensitivity of the beam can be amplified or suppressed by varying the amplitude and 
phase of the voltage applied across the piezoelectric bimorph actuator. The effect of the 
actuator on the frequency selectivity of the beam is also investigated.  
 
We implemented a simple control system on the active sensor and investigated its effects on 
sensitivity and frequency selectivity. The control system is employed to control the sensitivity 
and frequency selectivity of active beam sensor. This active beam sensor can be used for the 
design of a sensor array that can provide the necessary pre-conditioning (amplification and 
spectral decomposition) to the incoming signals, as in the auditory organs, before they are 
analyzed. 
P0 





The objective of this study is to investigate the application of a piezoelectric bimorph actuator 
to enhance the mechanical sensitivity and frequency selectivity of a cantilever beam sensor.  
 
This beam sensor can be used to design an active sensor array that mimics the stereocilia 
receptors. Potential applications of the sensor array include frequency detection and pre-
conditioning, such as amplification and spectral decomposition as in the auditory organs, of 
incoming signals before they are analyzed. 
 
1.2. Thesis Organization 
 
In chapter 2, the literature review is organized into two sections. In the first section, we relate 
the work of previous research on active cochlear mechanics to the design of the active beam 
sensor. In the second section, we review the previous work of researchers on piezoelectric 
application, simple control techniques, principles of vibration analyses and application of 
aeroelasticity for the active beam sensor mathematical model. 
 
In chapter 3, the inner ear of mammalian vertebrates is introduced to present the similarities 
and process upon which the active sensor is modeled on. Within this chapter, the structure of 




In chapter 4, preliminary investigations on the response of a passive beam sensor are first 
presented. The limitations of the passive beam sensor and its complementary passive sensors 
array are discussed with reference to a flow chart. 
 
In chapter 5, the development of an active sensor is presented in detail. The materials for the 
construction of the active sensor are given. The control feedback system of the piezoelectric 
bimorph actuator is also detailed in this chapter. The active beam sensor array is than 
compared to the passive beam sensor using their flow charts. The chapter relates the 
similarities to the active cochlear mechanics process to the active process of the active beam 
sensor. 
 
In chapter 6, a mathematical model is presented based on the Timoshenko beam theory. 
 
In chapter 7, the experimental setups are shown and the implementation of the control system 
using LabVIEW™ is also shown. 
 
In chapter 8, experimental measurements and simulation results are shown and compared for 
verification. Once the mathematical model is verified, discussion and analysis of the active 
beam sensor is conducted based on simulation results. From the analysis of the active beam 
sensor characteristics, an application of the active beam sensor for frequency detection is 
discussed. 
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2. Literature Review 
 
2.1. Cochlear Mechanics and Active Sensor 
 
The defining feature of the auditory hair cell is the stereocilia bundles that extend from its 
apical end. Stereocilia are found in bundles within the mammalian and reptilian cochlea as 
shown in the work of Békésy (1960) [1], Brownell et al (1985) [2], Davis (1982) [3] and 
Manley et al (1989) [4]. Previous research by Grant et al (1997, 2000) [5, 6] and Pickles 
(1993) [7] have been conducted on modeling stereocilia bundles using finite element 
modeling or rod-spring systems. The simple cantilever provides a simple model for the 
stereocilia although we did not come across any previous work using this in the literature. 
 
The active beam sensor is designed with a piezoelectric bimorph actuator mounted on its base. 
The response of the active sensor to an excitation is amplified or suppressed by the 
piezoelectric actuator. This is conceptually similar to the motile response of the outer hair 
cells shown by Brownell et al [2]. The motile response of the hair cells amplifies the response 
of the stereocilia bundles and basilar membrane to sound pressure.  
 
In 1989, Manley et al [4] proposed that the tuning of high frequency hair cell regions in the 
Tiliqua rugosa (bobtail lizard) is attributable to the mechanical resonance of local hair cell 
groups and their sallet, superimposed on the tuning of the basilar papillae. Similarly, the 
active beam sensor is tuned to its resonant frequency. The resonant frequency of the active 
sensor is controlled through material and dimension selection.  
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In 1948, Gold et al [8] proposed that the human ear works as a frequency analyzer. Later in 
1960, Békésy proposed a theory called the place theory of hearing [1]. His theory states that 
different segments of the basilar membrane along its length react specifically to different 
frequencies. Both proposals indicate the ear performs spectral decomposition of sound 
information before sending it to the brain. Each nerve signal need only carry a fraction of 
information and this is the potentially most efficient method without lost of information [8]. 
Since each active sensor is tuned to its resonant frequency, we integrate multiple active beam 
sensors into an array arrangement. The array of active sensors is capable of spectral 
decomposition of sound information as each sensor is tuned to a narrow band of frequency.  
 
2.2. Piezoelectric Actuator and Vibration Control 
 
The previous work of researchers such as Bailey et al (1985) [9], Baz et al (1988) [10], Bruant 
et al (2001) [11] and Varadan et al (1990) [12] on the application of piezoelectric actuators for 
active vibration control is mainly focused on suppression of vibration in structures. 
Application of piezoelectric actuators and sensors for position tracking control was 
investigated by Okazaki (1990) [13] and Ge et al (1996) [14] . Although application of 
piezoelectric actuators for vibration generation was investigated by Choi et al. (1997) [15], it 
was to design a robotic gripper rather than for vibration amplification. Similarly, Crawley et 
al. (1987) [16]  applied distributed piezoelectric actuators for vibration generation to 
investigate the dynamic vibration control, but not vibration amplification. A common 
application of piezoelectric actuators for vibration generation is piezoelectric shakers as 
described in the handbook published by Morgan Electro Ceramics (2004) [17]. We did not 
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come across any prior investigation into the application of piezoelectric actuators for vibration 
amplification during our literature review. 
 
In the study of active control systems, various techniques have been developed for the 
purpose of active vibration control. The common control techniques are constant gain, Bang-
bang control and the Lyapunov-based control. Lyapunov based control is described by 
Queiroz et al (2000) [18] as a mathematical approach towards control systems based on 
energy dissipation. Energy dissipation is contradictory to our active beam sensor as we are 
attempting to increase its response (kinetic energy) to stimuli. A Lyapunov based control 
system is also too complex to implement within this project as the energy-related function for 
the system must be constructed. The Bang-bang control is performed by Bruch et al (1999) 
[19] and Varadan et al [12] for vibration suppression using piezoelectric actuators. It was 
shown by Varadan et al [12] that a well selected gain parameter for constant gain control 
leads to effective control. For a Bang-bang control system, a step response is required from 
the control system output with only 3 possible states, -1, 0 or 1. It is recommended by 
Varadan et al [12] that a Bang-bang control system is only applicable for heavy structures 
requiring a high control force. The choice of a constant gain control is evident as it is simple 
to implement, and allows for effective control. 
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3. Inner Ear of the Mammalian Vertebrate 
 
The ability to hear or sense vibrations is a crucial function for all living organisms. Several 
insects possess feelers to sense sound vibrations in the air. Fishes possess cupular organs 
along its lateral line to sense low frequency vibrations in the water. Vertebrates use the ear to 
perform the crucial functions of balancing and listening. 
 
The vertebrate ear is a complex structure, and there are various differences between the 
mammalian and non-mammalian ear. To maintain consistency in terminology, references to 
the mammalian cochlea and its structures are with respect to the human ear. 
 
3.1. Cochlear Structure in Mammalian Vertebrates 
 
The auditory structure of mammalian vertebrates is divided into the outer, middle and inner 
ear [20]. The cross section of the human ear is shown in Figure 3.1. The outer ear comprise of 
the pinna and the auditory canal. The middle ear comprises of the malleus, incus, stapes and 
the eardrum. The inner ear is a chamber filled with the fluid endolymph. It comprises of the 
cochlea, semicircular canals and the auditory nerve.  
 
The cochlea (Figure 3.2) residing within the inner ear is a complex structure that is 
responsible for our hearing. The cochlea is a coiled tapered tube resembling a snail shell. It is 
made up of two partitions: the scala vestibuli and scala tympani. These partitions are 
separated by the cochlear partition (Figure 3.3) which contains the organ of Corti where the 
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basilar membrane, hair cells, stereocilia and tectorial membrane are found. Mammalian 
vertebrates possess two groups of hair cells, the outer and inner hair cells, upon which the 
stereocilia sit on (Figure 3.4). Reptilian vertebrates do not have this distinction. 
 
 
Figure 3.12: Cross section of the human ear. The outer, middle and inner ear are illustrated by color. 
 
 
Figure 3.23: Illustration of the cochlea. 
 
                                                 
2 Image source: Adapted from [20] 
3 Image source: Adapted from [20] 
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Figure 3.34: Illustration of cochlea partition. 
 
 
Figure 3.4: Scanning electron micrographs of the stereocilia5 (from chicken cochlea), sensory hair cell and hair 
bundle6. 
 
3.2. The Hearing Process 
 
The hearing process can be summarized as a transduction process where sound energy is 
converted into neural signals. When sound waves propagating through the outer ear reach the 
interface of the middle ear, sound energy is transformed into mechanical energy consisting of 
                                                 
4 Image source: Adapted from [20] 
5 Image source: Adapted from Nature, Vol. 413, Sept 2001, p198 Figure 4(d) 
6 Transduction by Hair Cells at http://www.keele.ac.uk/depts/co/auditory/pages/projects.htm 
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the mechanical motion of the eardrum. The vibration of the eardrum is passed onto the 
malleus which in turn transmits it to the incus, stapes and eventually, the oval window which 
is connected to the stapes.  
 
Motion of the oval window sends pressure waves through the cochlea which is filled with 
fluid. Pressure variances in the cochlea chamber will cause the basilar membrane to vibrate. 
In turn, the vibration of the basilar membrane causes relative motion between the tectorial 
membrane and the stereocilia sitting on the hair cells. Due to the bending and shearing of the 
stereocilia, the hair cells generate neural signals which are sent to the brain, thus giving us the 
sense of hearing. 
 
3.3. Active Process of the Inner Ear 
 
Experimental evidences have shown that cochlear mechanics is an active process. Motile 
responses of the hair cell [2] and spontaneous otoacoustic emissions (SOE) [21, 22, 23] 
suggest that the outer hair cells (OHC) of mammalian vertebrates are responsible for the 
active process. It has been suggested for mammalian vertebrates [2, 20, 21] that the OHC 
provide the active mechanism to enhance the vibration of the basilar membrane which in turn 
excites the inner hair cells that account for 90-95% [24] of nerve impulses. In non-mammalian 
vertebrates which lack outer hair cells, it is proposed [22, 23, 25] that their active mechanism 
is dependant on the hair cell bundle. 
 
Mathematical models of the cochlea have also shown that cochlear mechanics is an active 
process. An active cochlea display characteristics of sharp frequency tuning, mechanical 
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amplification and non-linear responsiveness which is consistent with experimental 
measurements as shown in Figure 3.5. These characteristics are non-existent in a passive 




Figure 3.5: (a)7 Comparisons of the simulation of active and passive basilar papilla (reptilian equivalent of the 
basilar membrane) to experimental measurements. (b)8 Comparison between a passive and active basilar 
membrane due to stapes displacement. 2627 
 
A flow-chart illustrating the active cochlear mechanics is shown in Figure 3.6.  
 
 
Figure 3.69: Flow chart of the hearing process in mammalian vertebrates. The feedback loop illustrates the active 
process of the outer hair cells. 
                                                 
7 Image source: Adapted from [27] 
8 Image source: Adapted from [26] 
9 Image source: Adapted from Figure 10.41 of [20]. 
Sound stimuli 
in cochlea 
Bending of inner 





Bending of outer 
hair cell stereocilia
Amplification of basilar 
membrane vibration 
Active response of 
outer hair cell
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4. Passive Beam Sensor 
 
A sinusoidal pressure/load on a cantilever beam causes the beam to vibrate. The pressure/load 
stimulus can be base excitation or acoustic excitation as shown in Figure 4.1. The amplitude 
of vibration of the cantilever beam is dependent on the frequency and amplitude of the 
stimulus. By measuring the base strain or tip displacement characteristics, we can derive the 
amplitude of the stimulus. Hence a simple cantilever beam can be applied as a beam sensor. A 
beam sensor with no active feedback control on itself is a passive beam sensor. 
 
 
Figure 4.1: Illustration of the beam sensor undergoing transverse vibration under base and acoustic excitation. 
 
The frequency response of the beam is obtained by plotting the amplitude and phase of the tip 
displacement against the excitation frequency. The frequency response of the beam is 
normalized by dividing it by an equivalent excitation displacement to give the transfer 
function H (normalized w@x=L). 
 





= , (4.1) 
P0 
Base excitation Acoustic/Pressure excitation 
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where wL is the beam’s tip displacement response and w0 is the amplitude of the displacement 
excitation at the clamped end of the beam. 
When the beam is under acoustic excitation, its transfer function is defined as  
 LwH PL
E
= , (4.2) 
where,   
 Lw  is the amplitude of the beam’s tip displacement response, 
 P  is the amplitude of the pressure excitation along the length of the beam, 
 L  is the length of the beam and 
 E  is the Young's modulus of the beam. 
 
The transfer function of a passive beam sensor is shown in Figure 4.2. Its response will be 
largest when the excitation frequency corresponds to its mechanical resonant frequencies. The 



















Figure 4.2: Transfer function of beam sensor response under unitary base excitation loading. f1, f2 and f3 
corresponds to its first, second and third mechanical resonant frequency respectively. Transfer function obtained 
using the mathematical model of cantilever beam based on the Timoshenko beam theory (See Chapter 6). 
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Due to its mechanical resonance, the passive beam sensor is most sensitive when responding 
to excitation frequencies close to its primary resonant frequency. This implies the passive 
beam sensor is most applicable at sensing frequencies close to its primary resonant frequency. 
4.1. Passive Beam Sensor Array 
 
The individual passive beam sensors can be integrated into a sensor array arrangement. Each 
beam sensor in the array has a different resonant frequency and is chosen specifically to cover 
a narrow band of frequencies close to its resonant frequency. By selecting a range of beam 
sensors with different resonant frequencies, the sensor array can be used to provide spectral 
decomposition of incoming signals from a broad frequency range. 
 
A sensor array with ten beam sensors, each with a different resonant frequency, is illustrated 




Figure 4.3: Illustration of a ten beam sensor array, individual beams are labeled 1, 2, 3 … 10 from the beam with 
highest (shortest beam) to lowest (longest beam) resonant frequency respectively. 
 
   1  2  3      …             10 
Beam sensors 
Sensor array: 10 beam sensors 
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The sensor array shown in Figure 4.3 is used to illustrate how we can estimate the excitation 
frequency of a stimulus from the experimental plots of an array of beam sensors’ response to 
the stimulus. For the convenience of discussion, we will label the individual beam sensors 1, 2, 
3… 9, 10 and assume their resonant frequencies to be 50, 100, 150… 450, 500 Hz 
respectively. 
 
4.1.1. Excitation Signal for Illustration 
 
The experimental setup shown in Figure 4.4(a) is used to provide an excitation signal to the 
sensor array illustrated in Figure 4.3. The response of each beam is measured either as base 
strain or tip response by a strain sensor or laser vibrometer, respectively, as shown in Figure 
4.4(b). 
 
For this illustration, the excitation signal has a frequency between 25 to 525 Hz. The exact 
excitation frequency and its amplitude are unknown. 
 
 
Figure 4.4: (a) Experimental setup to measure the sensor array response to acoustic excitation. (b) The beam’s 
response is measured either as base strain by a strain sensor or as tip response measured by a laser vibrometer 







1   …  10











4.1.2. Passive Sensor Array Measurement 
 
A passive sensor array is capable of performing spectral decomposition on an incoming signal 
based on the resonant frequencies of the individual beam sensors. However, the resolution of 
its sensitivity is limited. This can be illustrated by assuming a set of experimental data shown 




Figure 4.5: Experimental results of passive beam sensor array. 
 
From the experimental measurements shown in Figure 4.5, beam 6 has the largest response. 
Since the resonant frequency of beam 6 is 250 Hz, we can deduce that the frequency of the 
excitation signal falls between 225 to 275 Hz. If the sensor array has been calibrated, we can 
also approximate the amplitude of the excitation signal. Figure 4.6 shows the flow chart of a 





















































Unknown excitation frequency  
From sensor array, the largest 
tip response measurement is 
from beam 6. 
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Figure 4.6: Flow chart for experimentation and measurement of a passive beam sensor array. 
 
The measurements of a passive beam sensor array are limited to broad estimations of both the 
signal frequency and amplitude.  
 
By mounting an actively controlled piezoelectric bimorph actuator on the passive beam sensor, 
the passive beam sensor becomes an active beam sensor. With an appropriate control system, 
the response of the active beam sensor should compensate some of the shortcomings of a 
passive system. Improvements of the active beam sensor over the passive system may include 
- amplifications of the beam sensor’s response to a stimuli or narrowing the range of 
estimations of both the signal frequency and stimuli amplitude.  
 
Acoustic or Base 
excitation 
 


























































Passive sensor output 
 
Max tip response = w6 
 
∴ Range of frequency = 
225 to 275 Hz 
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5. Active Beam Sensor 
 
The active beam sensor that is developed in this project consists of a cantilever beam with a 
piezoelectric bimorph actuator mounted on its fixed end. Its design is similar to the stereocilia, 
as shown in Figure 5.1. Without actuation of the piezoelectric bimorph actuator, the active 





Figure 5.1: (a) Illustration of active beam sensor with piezoelectric sensor and actuator. (b) Scanning electron 
micrograph of a cilia bundle. Red outline highlights the beam structure of a single stereocilia. 
 
The active beam is fabricated using common polyethylene terephthalate (PET) plastic as the 
beam material, and polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) and lead zirconate titanate (PZT) as the 
piezoelectric sensor and bimorph actuator, respectively. PZT is a piezoelectric ceramic while 
PVDF is a polymer; both materials are often used as actuators or sensors in active vibration 
control [9, 10, 11, 12, 17]. Appendix A and B give the reports pertaining to the calibration of 
the PVDF strain sensor and PZT bimorph actuator used. For our experiment setup in the 
laboratory, we have used the laser vibrometer to measure the tip response of the beam in place 




Piezo sensor Beam 
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The PZT bimorph actuator can be actuated by placing a sinusoidal voltage across it. Actuation 
of the PZT bimorph actuator causes the active beam sensor to exhibit transverse vibrational 
motion (as shown in Figure 5.2). By controlling the amplitude and phase of voltage across the 
PZT bimorph, we can amplify or suppress the beam’s response, and hence control its 
sensitivity, to an external stimulus. 
 
 
Figure 5.2: Illustration of active beam sensor transverse vibration under PZT bimorph excitation. 
 
5.1. Active Beam Sensor Array 
 
Similar to the passive beam sensor array, the individual active beam sensors can also be 
integrated into a sensor array arrangement. The active sensor array provides pre-conditioning, 
such as amplification and spectral decomposition, for incoming signals from a broad 
frequency range. The overall effectiveness of the active sensor array is dependant on the 
individual beam sensors. 
 
A sensor array with ten beam sensors, each with a different resonant frequency, is illustrated 
in Figure 5.3. For the convenience of discussion, we will label the individual active beam 
sensors 1, 2, 3… 9, 10 and assume their resonant frequencies to be 50, 100, 150… 450, 500 
Hz respectively. 
V0 




Figure 5.3: Illustration of a ten beam sensor array, individual beams are labeled 1, 2, 3 … 10 from the beam with 
highest (shortest beam) to lowest (longest beam) resonant frequency respectively. 
 
As compared to a passive sensor array, the active sensor array must be capable of amplifying 
the response of the beam sensor to the excitation signal and pin-pointing the excitation 
frequency and amplitude. This can be achieved by activating its active mechanism, which is 
the PZT bimorph actuator mounted on the base of each beam sensor.  
 
The flow chart of an active beam sensor array is shown in Figure 5.4. By applying a voltage, 
VPZT, with appropriate amplitude and phase, across the PZT bimorph, we can enhance the 
measurements obtained. 
 
   1  2  3      …             10 
Active beam sensors Sensor array: 10 active beam sensors 
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Figure 5.4: Experiment and measurement flow chart of an active sensor array. The final response of the beam is 
a combination of both external excitation and PZT bimorph excitation. 
 
5.2. Control of PZT Bimorph, VPZT 
 
In the study of active control systems, various techniques have been developed for the 
purpose of active vibration control. In this project, we use a close-loop constant gain control 
method for our control system. 
 
Using constant gain, the voltage to be applied across the PZT bimorph is expressed as, 
 
 iPZT LV ke w
φ= ⋅ , (5.1) 







































































Active sensor output 
 












Base/Acoustic and PZT 
bimorph excitation 




where,   
 PZTV  is the voltage applied across the PZT bimorph, 
 ike φ  is the gain factor, 
 k , φ  are the gain factor amplitude and phase delay respectively, 
 Lw  is the active beam’s tip response.  
 
5.3. Close-loop Feedback 
 
In a close-loop feedback system, the feedback voltage VPZT is fed-back to the beam forming a 
close loop and is illustrated in Figure 5.5. 
 
The tip response of the beam wL is multiplied by the gain factor keiφ to obtain the voltage VPZT 
shown in Equation (5.1). This voltage VPZT is applied to the PZT bimorph mounted on base of 









Tip response of 
beam, wL 
i
PZT LV ke w




Figure 5.6: Flow chat illustrating the active process in a close-loop feedback system for the active sensor array. 
 
The active process for a close-loop feedback system can also be compared to the active 
process of a mammalian vertebrate cochlea shown in Figure 3.6. This is illustrated in Figure 
5.7. 
 



















































for further analysis 
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Figure 5.7: Comparison of the active process of a close-loop feedback system to the active process of the outer 
































































































































































































































































































































































































































6. Mathematical Model 
 
A mathematical model of the active beam sensor is constructed to study the vibrational 
motion of the active beam sensor. It allows verification of experimental measurements against 
simulation results. Upon verification of the model, characteristics of the active beam sensor 
can be predicted using the model. The model also allows proper sizing of individual beam 
sensors before fabrication.  
 
6.1. Timoshenko Beam Theory 
 
The Timoshenko beam theory is used to model the cantilever structure of the beam sensor. 
The governing variables of the Timoshenko beam theory is illustrated in Figure 6.1. 
 
 
Figure 6.1: Cantilever beam with variables x, w, L, χ, dw
dx











The governing relationships of the physical quantities used in the Timoshenko beam theory 
have the forms shown in Equations (6.1), (6.2), (6.3) and (6.4) [28]. 
 
Newton’s second law: 
 ( )2 2 ,dQ d wA p x tdx dxρ= − . (6.1) 
Rotation of the normal: 












χ= −  . (6.4) 
 




4 2 2 2 4
4 2 2 2 4
2 2
2 2,
w w AEI w J A wEI A J
kAG kAGx x t x t
J p EI pp x t
kAG kAGt x
ρ ρρ  ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ + − + + =  ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂   
∂ ∂+ −∂ ∂
, (6.5) 
 
where,   
 w is the deflection of the beam, 
 b is the width of the beam, 
 t is the thickness of the beam, 
 A is the cross sectional area of the beam ( )A b t= ⋅ , 
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I is the second moment of area of the rectangular cross section 3
1
12
I bt =   , 
 E is the Young’s modulus of the beam, 
 G is the shear modulus of the beam, 
 ρ is the density of the beam, 
 J is the mass moment of inertia of the beam, 
 kT is a constant numerical factor, 
 p is the force per unit length along the beam. 
 
We consider the forced harmonic response of the beam due to an excitation frequency, such 
that ( ) ( ), i tw x t W x e ω= ⋅  and ( ) ( ), i tp x t P x e ω= ⋅  where ( )W x  and ( )P x  are the amplitudes 
of displacement and force applied, respectively. This allows the partial differential equation to 
be reduced to an ordinary differential equation in only x only.  
 
6.2. Piezoelectric Bimorph Model 
 
When a voltage is applied across a piezoelectric bimorph actuator, tensile and compressive 
stresses are induced on the upper and lower layers. When one piezoelectric layer stretches and 
the other contracts, the bimorph bends as shown in Figure 6.2. 
 
Assuming perfect bonding between the piezoelectric layers, no shear forces are induced. And 




Figure 6.2: Illustration of an actuated piezoelectric bimorph. 
 
 
Figure 6.3: Illustration of bending moments in piezoelectric bimorphs when actuated. 
 
For a piezoelectric material, the strain-charge piezoelectric constitutive relationship that 
relates the strain ε to mechanical load, σ, and the applied electrical field, EV, is given in the 
equation [17, 29], 
 
 31 Vd EE
σε = + , (6.6) 
 
where,   
 
VE  is the electric field across the piezo electrodes V
VE
h
 =   , 
 h  is the thickness of the piezoelectric layer, 
 V is the applied voltage across the piezoelectric layer, 
 σ is the stress due to mechanical load, 


















M y y dAσ= ⋅∫ . (6.7) 
 
Here, ( )yσ  is the stress as a function of y, dA is the rate of change of cross sectional area 
( dA dx dy= ⋅ ) and y is the distance from the neutral axis. 
 





σ ε= −  , (6.8) 
 
and substituting Equation (6.8) into Equation (6.7), we obtain the expression for M per unit 
width as shown in Equation (6.9) for the piezoelectric bimorph (Figure 6.3), 
 
 031 2
EV hdM EI d
dx
χ  = −    . (6.9) 
 
The voltage applied on the top and bottom layer of the piezoelectric bimorph is +V0 and –V0, 





6.3. Composite Beam Segments 
 
The beam sensor is divided into two segments during simulation as shown in Figure 6.4(a). 
The first segment contains a composite beam structure consisting of the PZT bimorph and 
PET beam. The latter segment is of the homogeneous PET beam only.  
 
 
Figure 6.4: (a) Illustration of beam sensor divided into 2 segments. (b) Side view of beam sensor segment, the 
dimensions y1, y2, y3 and y4 which represent the distances of the edges and interfaces from the neutral axis. The 
neutral axis of a composite beam can be obtained from Equation (4.10). 
 
When the PZT bimorph shown in Figure 6.4(a) is actuated, it applies a bending moment on 
the beam. The total bending moment in the first segment is the sum of the piezoelectric effects 
and the normal beam bending moments.  
 
To obtain the total beam bending moments, we need the dimensions y1, y2, y3 and y4 shown in 




( ) ( )( )21
2
p p b b
p p b b
h E A h t E A
Y
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Here,   
 Y  is the distance of the neutral axis from the base, 
 Eb is the Young’s modulus of the PET beam, 
 Ep is the Young’s modulus of the piezo component, 
 p pA b h= ⋅  is the cross sectional area of the piezo component, 
 b bA b t= ⋅  is the cross sectional area of the PET beam. 
 
For a homogeneous beam, the stress-strain relation has the form 
 
 ( )      where yy E
R
σ ε ε= =  (6.11) 
 
Substituting Equations (6.9) and (6.11) into Equation (6.7), we can obtain the bending 
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In the region without piezoelectric element, normalM reduces to b bE I  and piezoM  reduces to 
zero giving the analytical form of a simple cantilever beam. 
 
6.4. Structural Damping 
 
In vibrating structures, energy is dissipated through cyclic stress and strain. This form of 
damping is known as structural damping or complex damping [30, 31]. 
 
Analytically, structural damping is accounted for by the use of a complex Young’s modulus 
and a complex shear modulus.  
 
Complex Young’s modulus: 
 ( )* 1E E iγ= + . (6.14) 
Complex shear modulus: 
 ( )* 1G G iγ= + . (6.15) 
 
Where, γ is the structural damping coefficient. 
 
Structural damping is generally independent of frequency for metals such as aluminum and 
steel [31]. Since we are operating our beam sensor at low frequencies near its primary 
resonant frequency, we assume this to be true for our beam made from polymer (PET) and 
ceramic (PZT). Curve fitting is performed between experimental measurements and 
simulation results to obtain the structural damping coefficient for the beam.  
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6.5. Apparent Mass of Surrounding Fluid 
 
Structures vibrating in fluid, such as the stereocilia, experience viscous damping and added 
mass effects.  With the additional mass of the fluid, the resonant frequency of the structure is 
generally lower. Also, more energy is dissipated from the vibrating structure per cycle 
because more energy is transferred to the viscous fluid when the vibrating structure ‘pushes’ 
the fluid around it. 
 
In the study of aeroelasticity, the effect fluid mass is also known as apparent mass or virtual 
mass [32, 33]. Such effects can be accounted for by increasing the mass of the structure by the 
amount of the apparent mass present. For a beam structure, the apparent mass of the beam is 
equivalent to the mass of a cylinder of the fluid [33] and the cylinder has a diameter equal to 
the width of the beam. Thus the apparent mass can be evaluated and is shown in Equation 
(6.16), 
 
 ( )2Apparent mass
2f b
b Lρ π  = ⋅    , (6.16) 
 
where ρf is the density of the surrounding fluid, b is the width of the beam and Lb is the length 
of the beam. 
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6.6. Model Solution without Feedback 
 
The mathematical model of the beam is solved using the combination of the shooting method 
and 4th order Runge-Kutta forward integration technique. The shooting method and Runge-
Kutta is used because it allows for easy handling of variation in material and geometric 
properties along the length of the beam. 
 
The governing relationships shown in Equations (6.1), (6.2), (6.3), (6.4), (6.12), (6.14), (6.15) 
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.(6.17) 
 
Table 6.1: Boundary conditions for mathematical model. 
Boundary condition Description 
0  at 0w w x= =  Displacement at fixed end = base excitation 
0 at 0xχ = =  Slope at fixed end = 0 
0 at M x L= =  Moments at free end = 0 
2  at x LQ m x Lω== =  Shear at free end = force of tip damping mass, x Lm =   If 0 0x Lm Q= = ⇒ = , (no shear forces at free end) 
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Since the model is linear, we make use of superposition to solve the mathematical model 
given the boundary and linear conditions listed in Table 6.1. A modified method of 
undetermined coefficients is used to solve the non-homogenous differential equation. 
 
We define [ ]Ty M Q wχ= , as the vector containing the variables of the differential 
equation. If 1 2, ,..., ny y y are the non-homogeneous solutions to the differential equation, 
 
 1 1 2 2 ... n ny C y C y C y= + + +  (6.18) 
 
is also a solution, subjected to the condition 
 
 1iC =∑ . (6.19) 
 
Using the shooting method, we start at 0x =  and use the 4th order Runge-Kutta method to 
obtain the solution of the beam towards x L= . Out of the four physical quantities in our 
mathematical model, only two of them ( 0w and 0χ ) are known at 0x = . Hence, initial guesses 
need to be made for the remaining quantities at 0x =  to initiate the forward integration.  
 
Several trial solutions with various guesses of the unknown quantities at 0x = can be obtained, 
and a linear combination of these solutions that satisfy the two prescribed quantities ( M  and 
Q ) at x L= and the Equation (6.19) would give the final solution. Here, three trial solutions 
(y1, y2 and y3) are first obtained using three set of guesses at 0x = , as shown in Table 6.2. 
Subsequently, the corresponding coefficients C1, C2 and C3 for these trial solutions are 
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determined by requiring that the final solution y in Equation (6.18) satisfy the three 
conditions: the two prescribed boundary conditions at x L=  and Equation (6.19).  
 






iχ  (known) 
Displacement 
iw  (known) 
Non-homogeneous 
solution 
     
0 0 0 0w  y1 
0 1 0 0w  y2 
1 0 0 0w  y3 
 
When feedback control is introduced into the mathematical model, slight modification is 
needed for the boundary conditions at x L= . This modification will be discussed in the 
following section when feedback control is introduced.  
 
6.7. Model Solution for Feedback Control 
 
In the close-loop feedback system, changes to the mathematical model are required to 
accommodate the control gain factor keiφ. When the gain factor is introduced to the close-loop 
feedback system, the solution to the differential equation needs to satisfy another condition 






= , (6.20) 
 
which is a re-arrangement of the feed-back relation in Equation (5.1). 
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This is the fourth condition, in addition to the three previous conditions mentioned in the 
shooting method. The solution is thus given by  
 
 1 1 2 2 3 3 4 4y C y C y C y C y= + + + , (6.21) 
 
where the four trial solutions (y1, y2, y3 and y4) are obtained with the four set of guesses for the 
unknown initial conditions at x=0 and the voltage VPZT, given in Table 6.3. Subsequently, the 
corresponding coefficients (C1, C2, C3 and C4) are determined from the two boundary 
conditions for M and Q at x=L, the feed-back relation in Equation (5.1) and the condition in 
Equation (6.21). 
 









iw  (known) ,PZT i
V  Non-homogeneous 
solution 
      
0 0 0 0w  0 y1 
0 1 0 0w  0 y2 
1 0 0 0w  0 y4 
1 1 0 0w  1 y4 
 
In this particular choice of trial solutions, the equations for the four conditions or constraints 
can be re-arranged in the following manner to remove the explicit dependence on VPZT. First, 
we note that that superposition of the trial solutions gives 
 
 1 ,1 2 ,2 3 ,3 4 ,4PZT PZT PZT PZT PZTV C V C V C V C V= + + + . (6.22) 
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∴ = . (6.23) 
 




1 ,1 2 ,2 3 ,3 4 ,4
1 ,1 2 ,2 3 ,3 4 ,4 0
PZT
L L L L i
PZT
L L L L i
VC w C w C w C w
ke




+ + + =
+ + + − =
. (6.24) 
 
Substituting Equation (6.23) into (6.24), we get the expression 
 
 1 ,1 2 ,2 3 ,3 4 ,4
1 0L L L L iC w C w C w C w ke φ
 + + + − =   . (6.25) 
 
The Equation (6.25) is used as our fourth condition to solve the differential equation shown in 
Equation (6.17). The four conditions used to determine the coefficients (C1, C2, C3 and C4) are 
summarized in Table 6.4. 
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Table 6.4: Summary of Boundary, Linear and Control conditions for mathematical model 
Condition Description 
0w w=  Boundary condition at 0x =  
0χ =  Boundary condition at 0x =  
0M =  Boundary condition at x L=  
2
x LQ M ω==  Boundary condition at x L=  
121 =+++ nCCC "  Linearity condition 
1 ,1 2 ,2 3 ,3 4 ,4
1 0L L L L iC w C w C w C w ke φ
 + + + − =    Control condition 
 
MATLAB® Version 6.5 Release 13 is used to implement the solution for the above 
mathematical model. Refer to appendix C for the MATLAB® script files. 
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7. Experimental Setup 
 
Three experimental setups are used in this study. The schematic illustrations and photographs 
of the experimental setups are shown to provide a broad view of how the experiments are 
conducted. Illustrations for base and acoustic excitation are shown in Figure 7.1 and Figure 
7.2 respectively. The feedback control is illustrated in Figure 7.3 as a standalone module 
which can be inserted into the experimental setup for base or acoustic excitation. 
 
 
Figure 7.1: Schematic illustration and photograph images of base excitation setup. (a) Active beam sensors. (b) 
Active beam sensors mounted on shaker. (c) Charge amplifier transducer. (d) Laser vibrometer. (e) HP35670 





















Figure 7.2: Schematic illustration and photograph images of acoustic excitation setup. (a) Schematic illustration 
of acoustic excitation setup. (b) Speaker for acoustic wave generation. (c) Sound level meter (SLM) used to 















Figure 7.3: Schematic illustration and photograph images of feedback control setup.  (a) Krohn-Hite 
Multichannel Filter for band-pass filtering of DC bias and high frequency content. (b) IBM ThinkPad X31 
running LabVIEW©. (c) SCB-68 Connector Block. (d) Active beam sensors. 
 
7.1. Control of VPZT by LabVIEW™ 
 
The feedback control system is implemented using LabVIEW™ on a PCMCIA DAQCardTM-
6062E data acquisition (DAQ) card by National Instruments®. The DAQ card is mounted on 
an IBM® ThinkPad X31 running LabVIEW 6.1©. A SCB-68 Connector Block acts as the 
interface between the DAQ card and the measuring instruments and PZT bimorph.  
 
Input signals are band-pass filtered to remove DC bias and high frequency content before 
processing by LabVIEW™. The input signals are measured discretely and stored in a first in - 
IBM ThinkPad©  
LabVIEW™ DAQ software 
















first out (FIFO) buffer and a phase delay is forcefully implemented by a time delay before 
sending out the stored buffer. 
 
Data output from the FIFO buffer is multiplied by the gain factor, k to obtain the amplitude of 
VPZT. The amplitude is then checked to be within a defined range of permissible values before 
sending it as an output to the PZT bimorph. 
 
A flow chart indicating the process is illustrated in Figure 7.4 (refer to appendix D for 




Figure 7.4: Flow chart illustration of laser vibrometer input measurements to VPZT output. 
 
7.2. Filtering of DAQ Card Signals 
 
It has been mentioned previously that input signals to the DAQ card are band-pass filtered to 
remove DC bias and high frequency content. This is because the PCMCIA DAQCardTM-
PZT bimorph 
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6062E is limited to a maximum input and output voltage of about 7 Vrms and various 
undesirable consequences arise whenever the operating range of the DAQ card is breached. 
 
To prevent operating beyond the input and output limits of the DAQ card, a band-pass 
frequency filter is used to filter input signals to the DAQ card and a simple amplitude filter is 
implemented within LabVIEW™ control for output signals. 
 
An illustration of how DC bias can cause erroneous measurements of input signals is shown 
in Figure 7.5. 

















Input signal shifted up by DC bias
Signal measured by DAQ card
 
Figure 7.5: Illustration of DC bias. The original signal (blue) is shifted up due to DC bias (green). The maximum 
measured input signal by the DAQ card is capped 7 rmsV  (red). 
 
A Krohn-Hite 3905 Multichannel Filter is used to band-pass filter input signals to remove DC 
bias and high frequency content before it is sent to the DAQ card. The Krohn-Hite filter is 
also used to amplify the signals before sending it to the DAQ card. 
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When the output limit of the DAQ card is breached, it ceases to function properly. The 
computer on which the DAQ card is residing on must be rebooted before its operability can be 
regained. To prevent breaching the output limit of the DAQ card, an amplitude filter is 
implemented with LabVIEW™ before the DAQ card sends out the signal.  
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where y  is the desired output (i.e. iPZT Ly V ke w
φ= = ⋅ ), H  is the filter height (The amplitude 
range when filter begins to the maximum output allowed) and 0y  is the amplitude when the 
filter starts functioning. 
 
The response of the LabVIEW™ amplitude filter is illustrated in Figure 7.6. 
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k  = 40
y0
↓
↑ H = 2
Output signal before filter
Output signal after filter
 
Figure 7.6: Illustration of amplitude filter implemented within LabVIEW™ to prevent breaching the output limit 
of the DAQ card. 
 
The amplitude filter performed by LabVIEW™ is not included within the mathematical 
model of the active sensor. It primary purpose is to prevent breaching the output limits of the 
DAQ card. When comparing experimental measurement to simulation results, discretion must 
be taken if the amplitude filter is active during recording of experimental measurements. 
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8. Results and Discussion 
 
We conducted experiments on the cantilever beam for various modes of excitation, including 
base motion, PZT actuation and acoustic loading. These results are used to verify the 
mathematical model that was developed. Subsequently, experiments are performed with the 
close loop feedback system for base excitation only since it is a more convenient setup and 
the results are representative of the other loading conditions. The experimental measurements 
compare well with the predictions from the mathematical model. 
 
The mathematical model and its simulation results are further used to analyze and evaluate the 
characteristics of the active sensor. The application of this sensor for determination of input 
signal frequency and amplitude, and pre-conditioning of the input signal is illustrated. 
 
8.1. Verification of Mathematical Model 
 
Verification of the mathematical model is achieved by comparing experimental measurements 
to simulation results for the tip response of the beam under base excitation, PZT actuation and 
acoustic loading conditions.  
 
We express the tip displacement of a beam as, 
 
 ( )wLi tL Lw w e ω φ+= ⋅  (8.1) 
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where,   
 Lw  is the tip displacement of the beam. 
 ω  is the frequency of vibration. 
 
Lw  is the amplitude of tip displacement. 
 
Lw
φ  is the phase angle of the tip displacement. 
 
Figure 8.1 shows the comparison between simulated and experimental results for the active 
beam under a single form of excitation. The experiments are conducted at various excitation 
amplitudes and the response is normalized to the excitation amplitudes. Figure 8.1(a) and 
Figure 8.1(b) show the results for base and PZT loading conditions, respectively. The 
simulation results and experimental measurements for both Lw  and Lwφ response are in good 
agreement. Figure 8.1(c) shows the simulation results and experimental measurements for an 
acoustic loading condition. In this case, only the amplitude Lw  of the response is compared as 
the phase 
Lw
φ  of the response cannot be properly collected during the experiments. 
  
It is shown in Figure 8.1 that simulation results and experimental measurements are in good 
agreement. Hence, the accuracy of the mathematical model and linearity of the beam’s 




















































































(a) (b) (c)  
Figure 8.1: Experimental measurements of tip displacement amplitude and phase response. And corresponding 
simulation results of the active beam under various loading conditions. (a) Base excitation (b) PZT excitation (c) 
Acoustic excitation. 
 
Experiments are conducted to investigate the amplification and suppression effects of the PZT 
bimorph actuator on an active beam response under base excitation. In addition to the base 
excitation, a voltage (VPZT) is applied across the PZT bimorph actuator at the same frequency 
as the base excitation.  
 
The amplitude and phase of the applied voltage is controlled to see their effects on the 
amplification and suppression of tip response. The VPZT amplitude applied across is varied 
incrementally from 0 to approximately 8 Vrms. During the experiments, VPZT is not varied in 
the decreasing steps although piezoelectric actuation is known to be hysteretic. The VPZT 
phase applied is taken with respect to the base excitation and it is varied from 0o to 180o.  
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The experiments were conducted for various frequencies and the experimental measurements 
and simulation results are shown in Figure 8.2. The comparison for Lw  is shown in Figure 
8.2(a) and Figure 8.2(b), and that for 
Lw
φ  is shown in Figure 8.2(c) and Figure 8.2(d).  The 
vertical axis in Figure 8.2(a) and Figure 8.2(b) shows the tip displacement amplitude of the 
active beam normalized to that of a passive beam (without PZT excitation). This gives a clear 
indication of amplification or suppression effect of the PZT bimorph actuator. The horizontal 
axis in all figures gives the PZT excitation voltage VPZT normalized to the voltage applied to 
the shaker used to provide the base excitation. This is possible because our system is linear 
and VPZT is independent of the base excitation during the carrying out of this experiment.  
 
Figure 8.2 shows that the beam response amplitude Lw , which is a gauge of its sensitivity, 
can be amplified and suppressed by controlling the VPZT phase angle (0° or 180°). Generally 
for low VPZT amplitudes, amplification is achieved when VPZT is in phase (0°) with the 
excitation source and suppression, when VPZT is out of phase (180°). An interesting 
phenomenon is observed during the suppression of Lw . Initially while VPZT is increased, Lw  
is suppressed until a turning point where Lw  begins to increase again. If VPZT is further 
increased, the amplitude Lw  eventually increases to a point where it becomes larger than that 
of a passive beam, thereby effectively becoming a case of amplification. The phase results 
show that the PZT actuation which is supposed to oppose the base motion is now the 
dominant motion. 
 
Experimental measurements and simulation results are again in good agreement for the case 
of an active beam under a base excitation and an independent PZT excitation. The 
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phenomenon described above is also described by our mathematical model. This further 
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Figure 8.2: Experimental measurements and simulation results of an active beam’s Lw and Lwφ  response under 
a fixed base excitation and frequency. Both amplification and suppression of beam’s tip displacement amplitude 
response, and hence its sensitivity, to mechanical stimuli is demonstrated. 
 
No noteworthy difficulties were encountered in the experiments conducted to verify the 
accuracy of the mathematical model. Experimental measurements shown in Figure 8.1 and 
Figure 8.2 indicate the mathematical model of the active beam to be accurate. It is also shown 
in Figure 8.2 that the beam’s tip response can be amplified or suppressed depending on the 
amplitude and phase of VPZT. Amplification of the beam’s response, which indicates improved 




8.2. Experimental Results for Close-loop Feedback 
 
Experiments conducted with a close-loop feedback system are also performed using base 
excitation.  Due to the feed-back system, the experiments conducted are vastly different from 
those previously. In a close-loop feedback system, the amplitude of VPZT is no longer 
prescribed independently; it depends on the amplitude of the tip displacement wL. The phase 
angle of VPZT is also taken with respect to phase of wL instead of the excitation source.  
 
From Equation (5.1), which shows iPZT LV ke w
φ= ⋅ , our simple closed-loop control system has 
two parameters: the gain factor amplitude k and phase delay φ. We vary these two parameters 
to study their effects on the beam’s wL response in a close-loop feedback system. 
 
For the first series of experiments conducted with close-loop feedback, harmonic base 
excitations with amplitudes ranging from 50 to 100 nm and frequencies between 60 to 80 Hz 
are used. The active beam, with PZT close-loop feedback, response Lw  obtained is again 
normalized by that of a passive beam. This normalization technique clearly shows the 
amplification or suppression due to the active PZT close-loop feedback. Normalized tip 
response values can be expressed as an amplification factor where values above 1 imply 
amplification and values below 1 indicates suppression as shown in Table 8.1. 
 
Table 8.1: Table of Amplification Factor 
Amplification factor > 1  Amplification













The experimental results of the active beam tip response (expressed in terms of amplification 
factor) are shown in Figure 8.3, Figure 8.4, Figure 8.5 and Figure 8.6. Simulation results are 
also presented for comparison.  
 
In the first three sets figures (Figure 8.3, Figure 8.4 and Figure 8.5), we show the 
amplification (or suppression) of response when the gain factor amplitude k is increased, 
while φ is held fixed. 
 






















































































Expt, φ = 65o
Simu, φ = 65o
Expt, φ = -38.65o
Simu, φ = -38.65o
Expt, φ = -1.4o
Simu, φ = -1.4o
Expt, φ = -61.91o
Simu, φ = -61.92o
 
Figure 8.3: Experimental measurements and simulation results of active beam’s  Lw  response when gain factor 
amplitude k is varied while φ is held constant. Results shown are for experiments conducted at 64 and 70 Hz 
with various phase angles. Maximum achievable tip displacement was obtained in experimental measurements. 
Passive mechanical resonance of active beam sensor is 69 Hz. 
 
Figure 8.3 shows experimental measurements and simulation results for input signal 
frequencies of 64 and 70 Hz.  The gain factor phase delays φ are held at -61.9o, -38.7o, -1.4o 
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and 65o. All the charts in Figure 8.3 show that as k is increased, the amplification of Lw  
increases initially, reaches a maximum and decreases after that. The maximum k achieved is 
approximately 2x105 before saturation of VPZT occurs. The maximum amplification factor of 
3.8 was obtained for the experiment with input signal frequency of 64 Hz and φ of -1.4o. 
 
Both the experiment and simulation results indicate that there is a specific k value that will 
give the maximum amplification of the active beam tip displacement. In this case (Figure 7.3), 
sufficient experimental values for the gain factor amplitude k were logged to illustrate this 
effect.  
 
Figure 8.4 shows experimental measurements and simulation results for input signal 
frequencies of 60, 62 and 64 Hz, with the gain factor phase delay φ held at 3.2o, 6.3o, 3o, and 
32o respectively. In this case, the experimental measurements obtained are limited as VPZT 
reaches saturation for a small range of gain factor amplitude k. Thus the maximum beam Lw , 
which is predicted in simulation, could not be achieved experimentally. However, the largest 
amplification factor measured in Figure 8.4 is approximately 12 (when input signal frequency 
is 60 Hz and φ is 6.32o). 
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Expt, φ = 32.68o
Simu, φ = 32.69o
Expt, φ = 3.03o
Simu, φ = 3o
Expt, φ = 6.32o
Simu, φ = 6o
Expt, φ = 3.26o
Simu, φ = 3o
 
Figure 8.4: Experimental measurements and simulation results of beam tip displacement when gain variable k is 
varied while φ is held constant. Results shown are for experiments conducted at 60, 62 and 64 Hz with various 
phase angles. Maximum achievable tip displacement was not obtained in experimental measurements. 
 
Figure 8.5 shows experimental measurements and simulation results for a selected gain factor 
phase delay φ which suppresses the beam Lw  for all values of k. Here, the input signal 
frequency is at 64 Hz while φ is selected as 182o. Saturation occurred at a very small value of 
k and very little experimental measurements could be logged. 
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Suppression for all k  amplitudes
Expt, φ = 182o
Simu, φ = 182.16o
 
Figure 8.5: Experimental measurements and simulation results of beam tip displacement when gain variable k is 
varied while φ is held constant. Results shown are for experiment conducted at 64 Hz and phase angle of 182o. 
Saturation occurred rapidly at low k values. 
 
The above experiments (Figure 8.3, Figure 8.4 and Figure 8.5) were conducted with varying 
gain factor amplitude k incrementally while φ is held fixed. The maximum tip displacement is 
obtained experimentally in Figure 8.3 without saturation of VPZT, but the amplification factor 
is small when compared to Figure 8.4. In Figure 8.4, a moderate amplification of the beam tip 
response is achieved (largest amplification factor being 12) before saturation of VPZT, and in 
Figure 8.5, where suppression is illustrated for all value of k, saturation occurred extremely 
rapidly. However, the experimental measurements and simulation results are in good 
agreement for the range of experimental measurements obtained. 
 
Next, we performed the similar experiments by varying the phase delay φ and holding k fixed. 
Figure 8.6 shows the experimental measurements and simulation results for input signal 
frequencies of 64 Hz. 
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Figure 8.6: Experimental measurements and simulation results of beam tip displacement when gain factor phase 
delay φ is varied while k is held constant. Results shown are for experiment conducted at 64 Hz and k values of 2 
to 8 x 104. Maximum achievable tip displacement was obtained in experimental measurements. 
 
In Figure 8.6, the gain factor amplitude k is held fixed 2x104 to 8x104 in increments of 2x104. 
All the four charts in Figure 8.6 show the amplification and suppression of Lw  with a 
maximum amplification of beam tip displacement being achieved. Saturation of VPZT occurs 
outside the range of φ (approximately between -100o to 100o). This depends on gain factor 
amplitude k. For a larger k, the useful range of φ, before saturation occurs, is smaller. The 
maximum amplification factor of 2 was obtained for the experiment when k is 8x104. It 
should be noted that relatively small values of k (2x104 to 8x104) are used in these cases, as 
compared with those results in Figure 8.3 to Figure 8.5. 
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The above results also indicate that there is a specific φ value which will give the maximum 
amplification factor for beam tip displacement for a fixed k. This is achieved when φ is 
approximately 20o for all the cases in Figure 8.6.  
 
8.3. Saturation of VPZT 
 
Saturation of VPZT was observed in the experiments regardless of whether k or φ is varied 
while the other is held constant. When saturation occurs, there are 2 dominant frequencies in 
the vibration of the active sensor. The first frequency is the excitation frequency while the 
second is its resonant frequency. In Figure 7.7, the charge amplifier, laser vibrometer and VPZT 
(DAQ card output) experimental measurements are shown. The blue continuous line indicates 
measurements before saturation, while the green dotted line shows measurements after 
saturation has occurred. The second frequency is highlighted by the red circle. When 
saturation occurs, the DAQ card maximum output limit is always reached, resulting in 
erroneous measurements. 
 
It is hypothesized in this condition that saturation occurs due to amplification of noise signals 
analogous to feedback noise when a microphone is placed too near the speaker. Due to the 
frequency selectivity of the active sensor, it responses actively to noise signals at its resonant 
frequency. The response of the active beam to noise is amplified by the close-loop feedback 
system and thus tends to go to extremely large values. 
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Figure 8.7: Experimental measurements of charge amplifier, laser vibrometer and VPZT (DAQ card output) 
illustrating the effects of saturation. 
 
8.4. Analysis of Active Beam Response 
 
From the experimental measurements and simulation results of the active beam in a close-
loop feedback, we observe that for a fixed k0, there exists a φmax which gives maximum beam 
sensitivity; and for a fixed φ0, there is a kmax which gives maximum sensitivity. These 
correspond to the maximum amplification in Figure 8.3 and Figure 8.6.  
 
Here, we perform more detailed analysis of the active beam characteristics using our 
mathematical model. It is found that the gain variables kmax and φmax which will give the 
maximum tip response vary with the frequency of the excitation signal. In Figure 8.8(a), the 
gain amplitude k is held constant while its phase delay φ is varied for excitations of constant 
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amplitude at frequencies of 56, 60 and 64 Hz. The optimum beam response is obtained at φ 
values of 3 o, 7 o and 16o respectively. Whereas in Figure 8.8(b), the gain factor phase delay φ 
is held constant while its amplitude k is varied for the same excitation. The optimum beam 
response is obtained at k values of 4x105, 2.75x105 and 1.5x105 respectively.  
 



















































Figure 8.8: Amplification factor of active beam tip response for excitation frequencies 56, 60 and 64 Hz. (a) 
Gain variable φ is varied while k is kept constant at 10x104. (b) Gain variable φ is kept constant at 0o while k is 
varied. 
 
Next, we focus on the beam response for two particular frequencies of excitation: 55 Hz and 
64 Hz. Figure 8.9 shows the active beam tip response for several choices of fixed gain 
variable k is while φ is varied. The value φmax that gives the maximum beam response remains 
relatively unchanged for each choice of k. This is consistent with the experimental 
measurements in Figure 8.6. 
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(a) (b)  
Figure 8.9: Amplification factor of active beam tip response for excitation frequencies 55 and 64 Hz. Gain 
variable φ is varied for various k which is kept constant. (a) Excitation frequency = 55 Hz, (b) Excitation 
frequency = 64 Hz. 
 
Figure 8.10 shows a similar set of results when the gain factor phase delay φ is held constant 
at several values while k is varied. In this case, the gain variable kmax that gives the maximum 
beam response increases as φ is increased. 
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(a) (b)  
Figure 8.10: Amplification factor of active beam tip response for excitation frequencies 56 and 64 Hz. Gain 
variable k is varied for various φ which is kept constant. (a) Excitation frequency = 56 Hz. (b) Excitation 
frequency = 64 Hz. 
 
The above results can be put in a 3D plot (Figure 8.11) which shows the tip response of an 
active sensor against variations in both k and φ. For each frequency of excitation, we can 
locate the gain parameters that give the maximum tip response, as indicated by the location of 
the peak. Figure 8.11 shows three peaks corresponding to three excitation frequencies of 56, 
60 and 64 Hz. Also, it can be interpreted that the active beam with gain parameters would 
have resonant frequencies corresponding to those excitation frequencies. It is noted that the 
resonant frequencies in these cases are lower than the resonant frequency of the passive beam 




Figure 8.11: Simulation results showing mesh plot of active sensor tip response against variation in k and φ. 
Three peaks in the response due to excitation frequencies of 56, 60 and 64 Hz give the gain parameters for the 
active beam that exhibit those resonant frequencies. 
 
Figure 8.12 provides a map of the resonant frequency of the active beam for a range of values 
of the gain parameters k and φ, determined from our mathematical model. 
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→
φ constantk  vary
k  varyφ vary
 
Figure 8.12: Contour plot illustrating the resonant frequency of the active beam sensor along variations of gain 
parameters k and φ. Resonant frequency for the passive beam is at 69 Hz. 
 
To verify the predicted resonant frequency of the active beam, we give it a base excitation 
driven by a low amplitude random signal (average base excitation amplitude = 21 nm). Its tip 
response is measured before and after the activation of the control loop. Figure 8.13 shows the 
experimental measurements of the normalized wL response curve of the active beam sensor. 
The response of the active beam sensor is plotted with that of a passive beam (before 
activation of control loop) to illustrate the change in resonant frequency.  
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k  = 1.5x105
Passive beam response
Active beam response


















k  = 2.1x105
Passive beam response
Active beam response


















k  = 2x105
Passive beam response
Active beam response
(a) (b) (c)  
Figure 8.13: Experimental measurements of frequency response of a passive beam against an active beam using 
random gain parameters k and φ. (a) Resonant frequency 69→66 Hz.  (b) Resonant frequency 69→75.25 Hz. (c) 
Resonant frequency 69→62 Hz. 
 
Table 8.2 gives a summary of the change in resonant frequencies shown in Figure 8.13. The 
change in resonant frequencies with their corresponding gain parameters is consistent with the 
simulation results shown in Figure 8.12.  
 
Table 8.2: Summary of change in resonant frequencies shown in Figure 8.13 
Figure 8.13 Resonant frequency
10 
[Hz] 
Gain factor amplitude 
k [x105] 
Gain factor phase 
delay φ [degrees] 
    
(a) 66.00 1.5 9.1 
(b) 75.25 2.1 138.9 
(c) 62.00 2.0 8.6 
 
8.5. Active Sensor with Frequency Tuning 
 
Since the sensitivity and natural frequency of the active beam can be adjusted by the gain 
parameters, it can be used as an active sensor with frequency tuning. We can tune the active 
                                                 
10 Mechanical resonant frequency of beam sensor is 69 Hz. 
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sensor such that its resonant frequencies correspond to the desired operational range of 
frequencies.  
 
However, the range of resonant frequencies that an active beam can span may be limited by 
saturation of VPZT. For our active beam prototype, saturation occurs when the average gain 
factor amplitude is at about 2x105. From Figure 8.12, the range of resonant frequencies 
achievable with this sensor is approximately 62 to 75 Hz.  Larger amplitudes of k are required 
to broaden the range of resonant frequencies. 
 
8.5.3. Sweep Path for gain parameters 
 
To tune the active sensor to a specific frequency, we need to vary at least one gain factor 
parameter. This can be achieved by following certain path in the varying the gain parameters 
as indicated in Figure 8.12, as dashed lines. We can vary k (keeping φ constant), vary φ 
(keeping k constant) or vary both k and φ in a determinate manner. 
 
However, from the experimental measurements shown in Figure 8.3, Figure 8.4, Figure 8.5 
and Figure 8.6, it is more desirable to vary φ while keeping k constant, for the following 
reasons. 
i. For various gain amplitudes k, the values of φmax that give the maximum beam 
sensitivity is constant. Whereas for various gain phase delays φ, the values of kmax that 
give the maximum beam sensitivity is dependant on φ. 
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ii. There is a tendency for saturation in VPZT when we sweep through k and there is no 
discernible pattern as to when saturation will occur. 
iii. Although saturation in VPZT occurs while sweeping in φ, it is self recovery. As φ is 
further increased, phenomenon of saturation disappears. Saturation of VPZT is also 
limited to a band of φ and the size of this band is related to the amplitude k. 
 
8.5.4. Sensor Array 
 
Although each beam sensor only operates over a narrow range of frequencies, we can use an 
array of these sensors to cover a broader range of frequencies. Within the active sensor array, 
each active sensor there could also be overlapping of the frequencies for redundancy check. 
Figure 8.14 is an illustration of the physical sensor array with three beams having overlaps in 




Beam A senses 50 to 70 Hz 
Beam B senses 60 to 80 Hz 
Beam C senses 70 to 90 Hz 
 
The frequency spectrum of 60 to 
80 Hz is sensed by at least two 
active sensors 
Figure 8.14: Example of beam array when each frequency spectrum is sensed by more than one active sensor. In 
this example, the frequency band of 60 to 80 Hz is sensed by at least two active sensors. This allows for 
comparison and redundancy checks. 
 
Figure 8.15 shows how each of the three beams would respond to an excitation frequency of 
55 Hz when the gain parameter φ is varied. We can set the gain parameter to those that will 
give maximum response in all three beams when we want to detect the frequency of 55 Hz. 
We may also perturb the gain parameter to check that there is indeed a peak in the response. 
Active beam sensors 
Beam A Beam B Beam C
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Figure 8.15: Active sensor tip displacement when gain phase φ is varied while k is held constant for an excitation 
frequency of 55 Hz. When all the three active sensors indicate a maximum response at these settings, an 
excitation frequency of 55 Hz can be confirmed. 
 
8.6. Active Sensor for Frequency Identification 
 
The active sensor array can also be used to identify the frequency of the input signal based on 
the gain parameters. With an unknown input signal, the gain parameters of each sensor in an 
array are varied in a systematic manner, and the response of the active beam is monitored. 
Using a set of calibration charts that relate the gain parameters to the beam response (such as 
occurrence of maxima peaks), we can identify the frequency components present in the input 
signal. We hereby propose two types of calibration charts to identify the input signal 
frequency from the gain parameters.  
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8.6.1. Calibration chart – Sweeping in k and φ 
 
The first calibration chart varies both the gain parameters. When sweeping in k and φ, a 
calibration chart as shown in Figure 8.16 is proposed. The calibration chart shows the tip 
response of the active sensor against k and φ for a specific frequency.  
 
We propose two sweep paths. The first sweep path is where k and φ are both varied in a linear 
manner. The second sweep path is a controlled feedback sweep path such that Lw  is constant 
as shown in Figure 8.16.  
 


























Sweep path ∆φ, ∆k  = constant
Sweep path wL = constant
 
Figure 8.16: Calibration chart when sweeping in k and φ. Contour plot of tip response of active beam against 
variation in gain parameters k and φ with proposed sweep paths (red dashed arrows). 
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When k and φ are varied in a linear manner, a peak in the measured tip response would 
indicate that the sweep path has just passed a ridge on the contour plot. This means the 
maximum beam sensitivity is achieved and the corresponding values of kmax and φmax can be 
used to obtain the input signal frequency.  
 
When varying both k and φ to achieve a constant Lw , a contour line is achieved as shown in 
Figure 8.16. When a relative large range of k and φ is used, we can assume the resultant 
contour line is unique for a specific frequency. We can obtain the input signal frequency by 
comparing the contour line with the calibration charts to find a matching contour line. 
 
Two contour-plots of Lw  for variations in k and φ are shown in Figure 8.17. The first contour-
plot with a bone (grey) colormap is the active beam’s response at 60 Hz. The second contour-
plot is the active beam’s response at 64 Hz, and it is plotted with a hue-saturation value 
(color) colormap. It is evident that the contour lines between the two contour-plots are 





Figure 8.17: Calibration charts for active sensor when sweeping in k and φ for 60 and 64 Hz, differentiated by 
their bone and hue-saturation value colormap respectively. It is evident that the contour lines for this 2 contour 
charts are different. 
 
8.6.2. Calibration Chart – Sweeping in φ only 
 
The second calibration chart uses variation only the phase delay φ of the gain, while keeping 
the amplitude k constant. It has been shown in Figure 8.8 that φmax which gives the maximum 
active beam’s response depends on the frequency of the excitation signal. The calibration 
chart would thus give a relation between φmax and the input frequency. This chart also has the 
advantage that it is independent of the gain parameter k, since the value φmax that gives the 
maximum sensor sensitivity is almost constant for various values of k. 
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For practical implementation, the phase delay φ cannot be used directly in the calibration 
chart, as it depends on the input signal frequency. In this case, we can use the time delay tdelay 
as an alternative parameter to the phase delay. In LabVIEW™ control, we can readily 
measure the time delay, tdelay, for each active sensor.  
 
For sinusoidal signals, the relationship between phase delay φ and time delay tdelay can be 
expressed as shown in Equation (8.2) , which is a scaling of ω or 2πf.  
 
 2 2, ,...,delay
nt φ φ π φ πω ω ω
+ +=  (8.2) 
 
Where,   
 ω  is the input signal frequency 
 
delayt  
is the time delay (i.e. time lag between the sending out of VPZT 
signal and when wL is measured.) 
 φ  is the phase delay between signals (i.e. phase delay φ between VPZT 
and wL) 
 
Calibration of the active sensor is performed by exciting it with a known signal frequency. 
We hold the gain factor amplitude k fixed while varying tdelay. When the active sensor 
response is at a maximum, the value of tdelay is noted. This process is repeated over a range of 












































Figure 8.18: A set of calibration curves for active sensor beam A. (a) Calibration curve showing a plot of the 
excitation frequency against φ  which gives the maximum beam sensitivity. (b) Calibration curve showing a plot 
of the excitation frequency against tdelay which gives the maximum beam sensitivity. From Equation (8.2), Figure 
(b) is Figure (a) scaled by a factor of ω. 
 
Sometimes, time lag is inherent in the electrical measurement equipment. This is also present 
within our implementation of the LabVIEW™ control of VPZT. Hence, the calibration charts 
obtained may be equipment specific. When a different set of equipment is used, a new set of 
calibration charts must be generated.  
 
Therefore it is desirable to use another parameter that is independent of this equipment time 
lag. We hereby propose a parameter ∆tdelay = t2 – t1, which is the difference in two time delay 
values t1 and t2. And these two time delay values are chosen such that they are consecutive 



















We see that this parameter is related to the input frequency. A calibration chart of frequency 
against ∆tdelay can be obtained, as shown in Figure 8.19. This calibration chart would be more 
useful when the time lag in the measuring equipment is unknown.  
 















Figure 8.19: Calibration chart for active sensor beam showing excitation frequency against ∆tdelay. 
 
8.6.3. Comparison of Calibration Charts  
 
For application in frequency identification, sweeping in k and φ allows both gain parameters 
to be varied to achieve the most sensitive tuning of the active sensor.  This is desirable as we 




However when sweeping in both k and φ, a calibration chart is required for every frequency. 
In a sensor array covering a broad frequency spectrum, this large number of calibration charts 
required is undesirable. 
 
When sweeping in φ only, the only a single calibration chart is required. However, since the 
gain parameter k is fixed, we may not be able to get a large amplification of the beam 
sensitivity that we desire. There is no indication of beam sensitivity. Also for a fixed k value, 





The PZT bimorph actuator is used to enhance the mechanical sensitivity and frequency 
selectivity of a beam sensor. The beam response can be amplified or suppressed depending on 
the amplitude and phase of the voltage VPZT applied to the PZT bimorph. An active sensor is 
implemented using a simple feedback control on VPZT through two gain parameters k and φ. 
 
For a given input frequency, the parameters kmax and φmax which give the maximum active 
beam’s response, and hence maximum sensitivity, are determined. And these are found to 
vary with the input frequency. Various combinations of the gain parameters k and φ allow the 
active beam to adjust its sensitivity and frequency selectivity to act as an active sensor.  
 
For the active sensor, the gain parameters may be chosen such that it is most sensitive to the 
desired operational range of frequencies. This is done by tuning the resonant frequencies of 
the active sensor to this range. The active sensor can also be used for frequency identification, 
as the gain parameters that give a maximum beam response is related to the input frequency. 
Two calibration methods to map out such relations have been proposed. The active beam 
sensors can be used in an array setup to operate over a broader range of frequencies, which 
each beam sensor covering a small part of this range. 
 
Throughout the project, experimental measurements and simulation results have shown good 
agreement with each other, thus indicating there are no sources of gross error. The exception 
is the saturation of VPZT which is a considerable discrepancy. It is suggested that saturation of 
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VPZT occurs because the active beam sensor is used in an air medium which provides little or 
no damping to remove energy from the system. It is proposed that the active beam sensor be 
tested in a fluid medium, such as water or silicone fluid, where damping can provide some 
stabilizing effects to the response. 
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Characterization of PVDF Strain Sensor 
 




Piezoelectricity is the phenomena when piezoelectric materials generate electric charges or 
electric polarity when subjected to mechanical stresses, or vice versa, the generation of 
mechanical stresses when subjected to a potential difference. 
 
Since its discovery in the 19th century, piezoelectric materials have been used in a wide 
variety of industrial and commercial applications. Common engineering applications of 
piezoelectric materials are as transducers, such as accelerometers and motion actuators. 
Piezoelectric materials such as lead zirconate titanate (PZT) and polyvinylidene fluoride 









31 ratio, to measure strain on a vibrating cantilever beam over a 
frequency spectrum up to 1 kHz. Here, φS is the permittivity of the PVDF film at constant 




The strain-charge piezoelectric constitutive relationship is given in Equation A.1 [A6], 













31  (A.1) 
 
where, 
 EV is the electric field across the electrodes 
 φS is the permittivity at constant strain 
 SE is the compliance of the piezoelectric material 
 d31 is the piezoelectric charge constant 
 
Equation A.1 indicates that when a strain is applied across a piezoelectric material, an electric 
field EV develops across its electrodes that is proportional to the strain applied. This is 
illustrated in Figure A1. 
 
 
Figure A1: Illustration of piezoelectric strain sensor 
 




31 can be easily obtained once EV and ε are known. 
 
Figure A2 illustrates a simple application of the PVDF sensor on a beam vibrating under base 
excitation. 
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A mathematical model of a vibrating beam is constructed using the Timoshenko beam theory 
to study the characteristics of its vibrating motions.  
 
Since the PVDF sensor has a thickness of only 25 µm, it is assumed to have negligible effects 
on the vibrating motion of the beam. And thus the mathematical model consists of a simple 
beam only.  
 
A detailed illustration of the mathematical model has been described in the report and will not 




The experimental setup used for the calibration of the PVDF film is shown in Figure A3. 
Figure A4 shows a schematic view of the experimental setup. The PVDF sensor is mounted 
onto a polyethylene terephthalate (PET) beam, a strain gauge is also mounted onto a separate 
but identical PET beam for comparison.  
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The beams are harmonically excited at their support and taken measurements are: 
- EV from the PVDF sensor. 
- Strain measurements from the strain gauge.  
- Amplitude of base excitation. 
- Tip response of PET beam. 
 
 
Figure A3: Illustration of PET beams for comparing between PVDF film and strain gauge 
 
 
Figure A4: Schematic view of experimental setup 
 




The material properties for the PET beam and PVDF used in the experiment are: 
 
Table A1: Material Properties for PET and PVDF 
Property PET PVDF* 
Young’s modulus [GPa] 2.6 - 3.2 1 – 3  
Density [kg m-3] 1200 – 1600 1700 – 1900 
Thick [mm] 0.45 0.025 
Width [mm]  6 6 (active width) 
Length [mm] 20 - 50 4 
*Material properties for PVDF are obtained from [A7], [A8] & [A9]. 
 
Results and Discussions 
 
Ten sets of experiments were conducted using the experimental setup shown in Figure A2 and 
A3. Only the base excitation amplitude is varied among these experiments.  
 
Figure A5 shows random experimental data for a comparison between simulated and 
measured results of the normalized tip response. The simulated and measured results are in 
very good agreement and this verifies the accuracy of our numerical simulation. 
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Figure A5: Comparison between simulated and measured tip response. 
 
Figure A6 shows the normalized strains that are experimentally obtained (green curve) and 
from numerical simulation (blue curve). Normalized EV from the PVDF output (red curve) is 
also plotted in Figure A6.  
 
 
Figure A6: Graph showing normalized simulated strain, experimental strain and PVDF EV 
 
The measured strain and simulated strain are in good agreement before the second peak. 
Subsequently the simulated and measured strain diverges but still agrees relatively fair. 
However, the strain gauge measurements begin diverging at frequencies above 200 Hz is 
indicates that it is not suitable for strain measurements high frequencies. 
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The PVDF output, EV, is observed to be remarkably stable even at high frequencies and has a 
strong resemblance to the strain gauge measurements. Various anomalies measured by the 
strain gauge are also picked up by the PVDF sensor. The coherent curve for the normalized 
EV verifies the linearity of the piezoelectric effect. 
 
The accuracy of our numerical simulation of the vibrating beam has been verified. Thus for 




31 , we will use the experimental measured PVDF output, EV,  and 
simulated strain measurements. 
 
Calibration of the PVDF film was conducted over 5 days on 3 PET beams of different length. 
The dimensions of the beams are shown in Figure A7. 
 
 
Length = 20, 30 & 40 mm 
Width = 6 mm 
Thick = 0.4 mm 
PVDF Length = 4 mm 
PVDF Thick = 0.025 mm 
Active PVDF Width = 6 mm 
Figure A7. Illustration of PET beam and PVDF sensor used for calibration 
 













31  ratio increases steadily 
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with frequency, the occasional abnormal peaks are due to resonant frequencies of the 




31  ratio after 1 kHz cannot be accounted 
for. 
 




















31  ratio obtained from the 30 mm PET beam has a sharp peak at approximately 450 Hz 









31  ratio.  
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ratio is smooth and increases steadily with frequency. The standard deviation (indicated by 





















The linearity of the piezoelectric effect has been verified in the preliminary experiment. We 
assumed the PVDF film in the mathematical model of the cantilever beam to have negligible 
effect on the vibration of the beam. However, the simulated results are in good agreement 
with the measured results. 
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The piezoelectric constant d31 and the permittivity of piezoelectric materials, φs, varies across 




31  for a PVDF film has been obtained across a frequency spectrum up to 1 kHz. The 
experimentally obtained ratio is than verified to be accurate against [A10] at 1 kHz. Thus we 
have met the objective of the experiment. 
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Characterization of PZT Bimorph Actuator 
 




Piezoelectricity is the phenomena when piezoelectric materials generate electric charges or 
electric polarity when subjected to mechanical stresses, or vice versa, the generation of 
mechanical stresses when subjected to a potential difference. 
 
Since its discovery in the 19th century, piezoelectric materials have been used in a wide 
variety of industrial and commercial applications. Common engineering applications of 
piezoelectric materials are as transducers, such as accelerometers and motion actuators. Lead 
zirconate titanate (PZT) is a piezoelectric ceramic that is often used as an actuator or sensor in 




The objective of the experiment is to characterize a PZT bimorph actuator to provide bending 
moment actuation on a vibrating cantilever beam over a frequency up to 1 kHz. To obtain the 
value of bending moment supplied by the PZT bimorph actuator, we must first calibrate the 
PZT bimorph actuator for its piezoelectric charge constant, d31.  
 
Piezoelectric Bimorph Theory 
 
A piezoelectric bimorph is formed by bonding two piezoelectric layers together as shown in 
Figure B1. When the voltages applied to the two piezoelectric layers are of equal magnitude 
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but opposite polarity, one piezoelectric layer will stretch while the other contracts. As a result, 
the bimorph bends as shown in Figure B2. 
 
 
Figure B1: Illustration of piezoelectric bimorph actuator 
 
 
Figure B2: Illustration of actuated bimorph 
 
When a piezoelectric bimorph is actuated, tensile and compressive stresses are induced on the 
upper and lower layers. By assuming perfect bonding between the piezoelectric layers, no 












Piezo -ve electrode 
Piezo +ve electrode 
Piezo +ve electrode 
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The objective of the experiment requires that we characterize a PZT bimorph as shown in 
Figure B4.  
 
 
Figure B4: Illustration of PZT bimorph to be characterized 
 
A mathematical model of the PZT bimorph is constructed to investigate its vibrating 
characteristics due to support excitation and voltage excitation. 
 






L = 10 to 20 mm 
h = 10 to 20 mm 
Width = 6 mm 
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A detailed illustration of the mathematical model has been described in the report and will not 




Two experimental setups are used for the calibration of the PZT bimorph. Setup A 
investigates the PZT bimorph’s tip response to a base excitation, and setup B investigates the 
tip response to a voltage excitation. The schematic of the experimental setups are shown in 
Figure B5 and B6 respectively.  
 
 
Figure B5: Schematic view of experimental Setup A to investigate base excitation 
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Figure B6: Schematic view of experimental Setup B to investigate voltage excitation 
 
The PZT bimorph is harmonically excited for both setups and the measurements recorded. 
 
Results and Discussion 
 
To verify the linearity of the piezoelectric, twelve sets of experimental data are collected 
using setup B with excitation voltages of 0.07 to 2.1 Vrms. 
 
Figure B7 shows the graph of tip deflection normalized against the amplitude of excitation 
voltage across a frequency spectrum. The experimental measurements are inconclusive. 
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Figure B7: Graph of normalized tip deflection for experimental measurements using Setup B, low V0 
 
The abovementioned experiment is repeated using excitation voltages between 1.4 and 8.9 
Vrms. A graph of tip deflection normalized against the amplitude of excitation voltage across a 
frequency spectrum is shown in Figure B8. 
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Figure B8: Graph of normalized tip deflection for experimental measurements using Setup B, high V0 
 
The experimental measurements shown in Figure B8 illustrate that the effects of piezoelectric 
actuation is linear at voltages above 3 Vrms. We did not investigate the reasons for non-
linearity of the piezoelectric effect at low voltages in this experiment. However for future 
experimentation, the minimum excitation voltage for the PZT bimorph will be set at 3 Vrms. 
 
The accuracy of the mathematical model is investigated using Setup A. Sixteen sets of 
experimental data are collected. A randomly chosen set of experimental data is used to shown 
in Figure B9. The figure shows the graph of normalized tip deflection due to base excitation 
for experimental measurements (green line) and theoretical measurements (blue line) from the 
mathematical model. 
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Figure B9: Graph of normalized tip deflection for experimental measurements using Setup A. Experimental 
measurements (green line) vs Theoretical measurements (blue line) 
 
The experimental measurements and simulation results are in good agreement. Hence the 
accuracy of the mathematical model is verified. 
 
From the previous results, we have verified the linearity of the piezoelectric effect. The 
mathematical developed earlier has also been verified. Calibration of the PZT bimorph 
actuator is conducted using a PZT bimorphs, its length is varied for different experiments. 
The properties of the PZT bimorph used are shown in Table B1. 
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Table B1: Material Properties for PZT bimorph actuator 
Young’s modulus [GPa] 23+ 
Density [kg m-3] 7700 
Thick [mm] 0.6 
Width [mm]  6 
Length [mm] 8 to 15 
 
Experimental measurements are classified in 2 groups. The first is for PZT bimorph length = 
15 mm, and the second for experiments conducted with the PZT bimorph length = 8 to 12 mm.  
 
It should be noted that the numerical figures shown here are the absolute value of the 
piezoelectric charge constant d31. The piezoelectric charge constant d31 is negative. 
 
The piezoelectric charge constant d31 is obtained across a frequency spectrum and the 
averaged d31 constant for the 2 experiment groups are shown in Figure B10. 
 
                                                 
+ Young's modulus obtained experimentally is different from value provided by manufacturer. 
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PZT Beam = 15 mm
PZT Beam = 8-12mm
 
Figure B10: Graph of piezoelectric charge constant d31 against frequency for PZT bimorph. PZT bimorph length 
= 15 mm (blue line) and PZT bimorph length = 8 to 12 mm (green line) 
 
Large deviations are noted for the piezoelectric charge constant d31 for the blue line (PZT 
bimorph length = 15 mm) between 600 to 1100 Hz. This is due to the resonant frequency of 
the PZT bimorph that the calibration was performed on. 
 
Due to the irregularities in d31 between 600 to 1100 Hz for the blue line, only the calibration 
results of d31 below 600 Hz is accepted for the blue line. The 2 calibration curves are averaged 
and presented in Figure B11. 
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Figure B11: Graph of averaged piezoelectric charge constant d31 against frequency 
 
The piezoelectric charge constant is relatively linear across the frequency spectrum in which 
calibration is performed. The average calibrated piezoelectric charge constant d31 is -200 pC 





The accuracy of the mathematical model and the linearity of the piezoelectric effect have been 
verified in the preliminary experiments.  
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The minimum excitation voltage for the actuation of the PZT bimorph is also set at 3 Vrms due 
to non-linearity of piezoelectric effect at lower voltages. The non-linearity of the piezoelectric 
effect at low voltages is not investigated and unaccounted for.  
 
The piezoelectric charge constant d31 for the PZT bimorph has also been calibrated for a 
frequency spectrum to 4 kHz. d31 is found to be relatively linear across the range of 
frequencies with an average value of -200 pC N-1. The calibrated value is close to the value 
provided by the manufacturer which is -210 pC N-1. 
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MATLAB® Script Files 




MATLAB® is a popular easy to use engineering tool software used by various educational 
and research institutes for technical computing. User knowledge is required for the usage and 




Various MATLAB scripts are used for the evaluation of a beam’s vibration characteristics in 
the mathematical model constructed. The scripts can be divided into 2 groups, core and 
support scripts. 








Core scripts are crucial to the simulation as they define the necessary variables, global values 
and perform the technical evaluation. The core scripts are representative of the analytical 
process of the simulation.  
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Support scripts are non-crucial to the simulation and their main purposes are for graphical 
presentation, conversion of units and saving/loading data to/from the fixed disk drives. More 




The evaluation of the mathematical model is automated and the user only needs to run, 
beams.m ,which prompts the user for a step by step input of simulation parameters followed 
by myrk4v7.m which performs the evaluation to obtain the simulation results presented in a 
structural format within the MATLAB console. The running of beams.m is shown in Figure 
C1 and myRK4v7.m is shown in Figure C2. 
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Figure C2: (a) myRK4v7.m while running, showing progress indicator. (b) Solution of beam vibration presented 




After myrk4v7.m completes its operation, the simulation results are stored in global variables. 
Each global variable is a structure containing dimensional parameters, experimental 
parameters, experimental measurements or solutions. The global variables are listed in Table 
C1.  
Table C1: List and description of Global variables 
Global Fields Description 
Beam Length, Thick, 
Width, Young, 
The Beam global contains the dimensional 
parameters of the cantilever only. The name 
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Density, Poisson, 
damping, J , G, I 
of the fields within the structure is self 
explanatory. The field ‘damping’ is a 
constant for structural damping. 
 
Pzt Length, Thick, 
Width, Young, 
Density, Poisson, 
damping, J , G, I, 
d31, start_position 
The Pzt global contains the dimensional 
parameters of the cantilever only. The name 
of the fields within the structure is self 
explanatory. The field ‘damping’ is a 
constant for structural damping. ‘d31’ is a 
structure containing the piezoelectric 
coefficient of the Pzt. start_position 
defines the starting position of the Pzt in 
case it is not 0. 
 
Pvdf Thick, Young, start, 
stop, d31p 
The Pvdf global contains the dimensional 
parameters of the Pvdf sensor. ‘start’ and 
‘stop’ indicates the position along the 
cantilever beam upon which the Pvdf sensor 
is mounted on. ‘d31p’ is a structure 
containing the piezoelectric coefficient of 
Pvdf. 
 
Epoxy Thick, Width, Young, 
Density, Poisson, 
damping 
The Epoxy global contains the dimensional 
parameters of the epoxy adhesive used to 
bond the PZT bimorph to the cantilever 
beam.  
 
Main Solver, Frequency, 






The Main global contains crucial 
information concerning the modeling 
conditions and control feedback. It also 
contains the experimental measurements or 
simulated conditions.  
Sol All, Base, Tip, 
Strain 
The Sol global contains the simulation 
solution after running myrk4v7.m. The field 
‘All’ contains the deflection profile of 
the beam for all simulated frequencies. The 
field ‘Base’ holds the displacement 
response at the base of the active beam. 
The field ‘Tip’ holds the tip displacement 
response of the beam. And ‘Strain’ holds 
the strain response of the beam defined 
over the Pvdf sensor. 
 







% Define material properties 
% Define simulation parameters 
% Load experimental measurements 
% Define and set global values 
% ========================================================================= 
% 
% This script file Beams.m is for declaring variables and globals. Useful  
% when running from the command prompt. 
% 
% The variables, parameters and globals declared here are necessary for the 
% evaluation of the beam vibration charateristics. 
%  
% The lines below can be used to allow user intervention when needed: 
% 
% Example: 
%        Beam.Young = myinput('Enter beam Young Modulus (Default E = 3e+9): ', % 
3e+9, [1e+9,3e+9]);  
% 
% Use function from_file.m, to load experimental data from ascii files. 
% Use function myinput as shown in example above. 
% Refer to script file for details.  
% 
% DO NOT EDIT!!!! 
% ========================================================================= 
 
% Declare and set necessary global variables at start  
global Sol Main Beam Pzt Pvdf Epoxy 
 
Sol = [];  Main = []; Beam = []; 
Pzt = [];  Pvdf = []; Epoxy = []; 
 
% Structure of Sol global 
Sol.Description = 'Solutions'; Sol.Profile = []; Sol.Base = [];  
Sol.Tip = []; Sol.Strain = []; Sol.All = []; 
 
 
% Define material properties and set dimensions for the cantilever beam  
% ========================================================================= 
Beam.Length = myinput('Enter cantilever beam length [m] (Default = 0): ', 0); 
 
if (Beam.Length ~= 0); 
    % Default values are those for the  regular PET beam we have been using. 
    Beam.Thick = 0.00045; Beam.Width = 0.006; Beam.Young = 3e+9; 
    Beam.Density = 1500; Beam.Poisson = 0.3; Beam.damping = 0.05; 
elseif (Beam.Length == 0); % Define all values to be zero if beam length = 0. 
    Beam.Thick = 0; Beam.Width = 0; Beam.Young = 0;  




% Define material properties and set dimensions for the PZT bimorph 
% ========================================================================= 
Pzt.Length = myinput('Enter piezo actuator length [m] (Default = 0): ', 0); 
 
if (Pzt.Length ~= 0); 
    % Default values are those for the  regular PZT bimorph beam we have 
    % been using are ordered from Morganpiezoceramics. 
    % Pzt.Young (Manufacturer's value) = 67e+9 
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    % Pzt.Density (Manufacturer's value) = 7800 
    % The actual values used here are different and is obtained 
    % experimentally. 
    Pzt.Thick = 0.0006; Pzt.Width = 0.006; Pzt.Young = 23e+9;   
    Pzt.Density = 7700; Pzt.Poisson = 0.3; Pzt.damping = 0.05; 
    Pzt.d31.freq = 'Independant of frequency.'; 
    Pzt.d31.d31 = -210e-12; % As actuator is a constant (Experimentally shown) 
    Pzt.start_position = 0; % [m] distance away from fixed end 
elseif (Pzt.Length == 0);  % All parameters for beam are set to zero if (Pzt.Length 
= 0); 
    Pzt.Thick = 0; Pzt.Width = 0; Pzt.Young = 0; Pzt.Density = 0;  




% Define material properties and set dimensions for the PVDF sensor 
% ========================================================================= 
Pvdf.Thick = 25e-6; Pvdf.Young = 2.7e+9; 
Pvdf.start = 'Default'; Pvdf.stop = 'Default'; % The span of the Pvdf sensor in 
meters 
load ('Pvdfd31'); % this file is expected to be stored in a global path 
Pvdf.d31p.Description = 'd31p = d31 over permitivitty.'; 
Pvdf.d31p.d31p = pvdf_d31; % To load d31/permitivitty for specific frequency, use 
function mypvdfd31. 
Pvdf.d31p.freq = pvdf_freq'; 
clear pvdf_d31 pvdf_freq 
% ========================================================================= 
 
% Define material properties and set dimensions for the epoxy glue layer  
% ========================================================================= 
Epoxy.Thick = myinput('Enter epoxy glue layer thickness [m] (Default = 0): ', 0); 
% Average experimental measurements of fabricated beams = 2e-4 
% It should be noted that the epoxy can affect the experiments if applied 
% too thickly.  
 
if (Epoxy.Thick ~= 0); 
    % The values for Epoxy.Young and Epoxy.Density are obtained 
    % experimentally and is very different from known resources of common 
    % values. 
    Epoxy.Length = Pzt.Length; Epoxy.Width = Pzt.Width; Epoxy.Young = 1.06e+9; 
    Epoxy.Density = 993.47; Epoxy.Poisson = 0.3; Epoxy.damping = 0.1; 
elseif (Epoxy.Thick == 0)|(Epoxy.Length == 0);  % All parameters for epoxy are set 
to zero if Pzt.Length = 0 
    Epoxy.Thick = 0; Epoxy.Width = 0; Epoxy.Young = 0;  




% Define structure of global Main 
Main.Solver = []; Main.Frequency = []; Main.Time = []; Main.x = []; 
Main.NAxis = []; Main.Control = []; Main.Base_excite = []; Main.Laser = []; 
Main.Pzt = []; Main.Pressure = []; Main.Others = []; 
 
% Define Main variables (Experimental parameters) 
% ========================================================================= 
temp.string = ['Step through beam using:\n'... 
    '  [1] - Base excitation measurements (sweep from base to tip).\n'... 
    '  [2] - Laser vibrometer measurements (sweep from laser measured position to 
base and tip).\n'... 
    '  [3] - PVF2 strain sensor measurements (sweep from measured strain position to 
base and/or tip).\n'... 
    '  Choice (Default = 1): ']; 
temp.ques1 = myinput(temp.string, 1); 
 
if temp.ques1 == 1 
    Main.Solver.Description = 'Base excitation, displacement measurement'; 
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elseif temp.ques1 == 2 
    Main.Solver.Description = 'Laser, displacement measurement'; 
elseif temp.ques1 == 3 
    Main.Solver.Description = 'Strain sensor, voltage measurements'; 
end 
 
% Domain selection (frequency/time) 
% ========================================================================= 
disp('Select domain.'); 
temp.ques1 = myinput('(1)-Frequency or (2)-Time (Default = 1): ', 1); 
 
if temp.ques1 ~= 2; 
    Main.Solver.Domain = 'Frequency domain'; 
elseif temp.ques1 == 2; 




% Define Frequency or Time  
% ========================================================================= 
if strcmp(Main.Solver.Domain, 'Frequency domain') 
    temp.ques1 = yesno('Load frequency vector from file?'); 
    if temp.ques1 == 1; 
        [Main.Frequency.Freq, Main.Frequency.Filename] = from_file(1,'Select 
Frequency File'); 
    else 
        Main.Frequency.Freq = myinput('Enter frequency [Hz] (Default = freqv1): ', 
freqv1); 
    end 
elseif strcmp(Main.Solver.Domain, 'Time domain') 
    temp.ques1 = yesno('Load time vector from file?' ); 
    if temp.ques1 == 1; 
        [Main.Time.t, Main.Time.Filename] = from_file(1,'Select Time File'); 
        Main.Time.dt = Main.Time.t(2) - Main.Time.t(1); 
    else 
        Main.Time.dt = myinput('Enter time step, dt, [s] (Default = 0.001): ', 
0.001); 




% Define step size  
% ========================================================================= 
Main.x.dx = 0.001; %  dx = step size 
 
if (Beam.Length == 0)&(Pzt.Length == 0);  
    error('Invalid Parameters: Beam Length = Pzt Length = 0'); 
elseif (Beam.Length >= Pzt.Length);  
    Main.x.x = 0:Main.x.dx:Beam.Length; 
elseif (Pzt.Length > Beam.Length);  
    Main.x.x = 0:Main.x.dx:Pzt.Length; 
end 
 
if (strcmp(lower(Pvdf.start), 'default')==1) & (strcmp(lower(Pvdf.stop), 
'default')==1) 
    % If the PVDF strain sensor position is not defined (or set as 
    % default), we assume we are measuring base strain at a position of dx 
    % away from clamped end. 
    Pvdf.start = Main.x.dx; Pvdf.stop = Main.x.dx; 
end 
 
% Neutral Axis and Beam Moments  
% ========================================================================= 
% Evaluating the  
% (1) beam characteristics such as polar and area moments.  
% (2) neutral axis and the required coordinates when using the active beam. 
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Beam_mechanics; % External matlab script to evaluate (1) and (2). 
% ========================================================================= 
 
% Declare close-loop feedback variables k and f 
% ========================================================================= 
Main.Control.Description = []; Main.Control.ValueGain = []; 
Main.Control.ValuePhase = []; Main.Control.ValueK = []; 
 
temp.string = ['Currently only constant gain control available. (Select Gain 
Constant = 0 for )\n'... 
    '  [1] - No feedback control.\n'... 
    '  [2] - Vin to PZT = Constant x Tip displacement.\n'... 
    '  [3] - Vin to PZT = Constant x Strain at base.\n'... 
    '  Select Control method (Default = 1): ']; 
 
temp.ques1 = myinput(temp.string, 1); 
 
if temp.ques1 == 1 
    Main.Control.Description = 'No control'; 
    Main.Control.Feedback = 'No control'; 
elseif temp.ques1 == 2 
    Main.Control.Description = 'Constant gain control'; 
    Main.Control.Feedback = 'Tip displacement'; 
elseif temp.ques1 == 3 
    Main.Control.Description = 'Constant gain control'; 
    Main.Control.Feedback = 'Strain measurements'; 
end 
 
if ~strcmp(Main.Control.Description, 'No control') 
    Main.Control.ValueGain = myinput('Enter constant gain (Default = 0, No control): 
', 0); 
    if (Main.Control.ValueGain == 0) | (ischar(Main.Control.ValueGain)); 
        Main.Control.ValueGain = 0; 
        Main.Control.Description = 'No control'; 
    else 
        Main.Control.ValuePhase = myinput('Enter control phase [degrees] (Default = 
0): ', 0); 
        Main.Control.ValuePhase = Main.Control.ValuePhase*pi/180; 
    end 
else 
    Main.Control.ValueGain = 0; 
    Main.Control.ValuePhase = 0; 
end 
 
% The Main.Control.ValuePhase is used in myrk4v7 using   
% piezo(1,Main.Control.ValuePhase); 
Main.Control.ValueK = Main.Control.ValueGain; 
% ========================================================================= 
 
% Set base excitation (simulation and/or experimental measurements) 
% ========================================================================= 
Main.Base_excite.Description = []; Main.Base_excite.Filename = []; 
Main.Base_excite.Value = []; Main.Base_excite.Value_type = []; 
Main.Base_excite.Value_multiplier = []; Main.Base_excite.Value_disp = []; 
 
temp.ques1 = yesno('Load base excitation measurements from file?'); 
if (temp.ques1 == 1) 
    [Main.Base_excite.Value, Main.Base_excite.Filename] = from_file(1, 'Select Base 
excitation file'); 
     
    temp.string = ['Base excitation measurements from file is of what nature?\n'... 
        '  [1] - Acceleration\n  [2] - Velocity\n  [3] - Displacement\n  Select 
(Default = 1): ']; 
    temp.ques2 = myinput(temp.string, 1, [1,2,3]); 
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    if (temp.ques2 == 1) 
        Main.Base_excite.Value_type = 'Acceleration'; 
        Main.Base_excite.Value_multiplier = myinput('Constant multiplier due to 
equipment? (Default = 1000 for B&K Charge Amp): ', 1000); 
         
        if strcmp(Main.Solver.Domain, 'Frequency domain') 
            Main.Base_excite.Value_disp = 
Main.Base_excite.Value_multiplier*Main.Base_excite.Value./(2*pi*Main.Frequency.Freq)
.^2; 
        elseif strcmp(Main.Solver.Domain, 'Time domain') 
            error('Time domain') 
        end 
         
    elseif (temp.ques2 == 2) 
        Main.Base_excite.Value_type = 'Velocity'; 
        Main.Base_excite.Value_multiplier = myinput('Constant multiplier due to 
equipment? (Default = 1 for B&K Laser Vibrometer): ', 1); 
         
        if strcmp(Main.Solver.Domain, 'Frequency domain') 
            Main.Base_excite.Value_disp = 
Main.Base_excite.Value_multiplier*Main.Base_excite.Value./(2*pi*Main.Frequency.Freq)
; 
        elseif strcmp(Main.Solver.Domain, 'Time domain') 
            error('Time domain') 
        end 
         
    elseif (temp.ques2 == 3) 
        Main.Base_excite.Value_type = 'Displacement'; 
        Main.Base_excite.Value_multiplier = myinput('Constant multiplier due to 
equipment? (Default = 1 for B&K Laser Vibrometer): ', 1); 
         
        if strcmp(Main.Solver.Domain, 'Frequency domain') 
            Main.Base_excite.Value_disp = 
Main.Base_excite.Value_multiplier*Main.Base_excite.Value; 
        elseif strcmp(Main.Solver.Domain, 'Time domain') 
            error('Time domain') 
        end 
         
    end 
elseif (temp.ques1 == 0) & (strcmp(Main.Solver.Domain, 'Frequency domain')) 
    Main.Base_excite.Filename = 'User defined value.'; 
    Main.Base_excite.Value_type = 'Displacement'; 
    Main.Base_excite.Value_multiplier = 1; 
    Main.Base_excite.Value_disp = myinput('Enter base excitation [meter] (Default = 
0): ', 0); 
end 
 
% Set laser vibrometer measurements excitation (simulation and/or  
% experimental measurements) 
% ========================================================================= 
Main.Laser.Description = []; Main.Laser.Filename = []; Main.Laser.Value = [];  
Main.Laser.Value_type = []; Main.Laser.Value_position = []; 
Main.Laser.Value_multiplier = [];  
Main.Laser.Value_disp = []; Main.Laser.FilenamePhase = [];  
Main.Laser.Value_phase = []; Main.Laser.Value_phasetype = []; 
 
temp.ques1 = yesno('Load laser measurements from file?'); 
if (temp.ques1 == 1); 
    [Main.Laser.Value, Main.Laser.Filename] = from_file(1, 'Select Laser measurement 
file'); 
 
    temp.string = ['Laser measurements from file is of what nature?\n'... 
        '  [1] - Velocity\n  [2] - Acceleration\n  [3] - Displacement\n  Select 
(Default = 1): ']; 
    temp.ques2 = myinput(temp.string, 1, [1,2,3]); 
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    if (temp.ques2 == 1) 
        Main.Laser.Value_type = 'Velocity'; 
        Main.Laser.Value_multiplier = myinput('Constant multiplier due to equipment? 
(Default = 1 for B&K Laser Vibrometer): ', 1); 
         
        if strcmp(Main.Solver.Domain, 'Frequency domain') 
            Main.Laser.Value_disp = 
Main.Laser.Value_multiplier*Main.Laser.Value./(2*pi*Main.Frequency.Freq); 
        elseif strcmp(Main.Solver.Domain, 'Time domain') 
            error('Time domain') 
        end 
         
    elseif (temp.ques2 == 2) 
        Main.Laser.Value_type = 'Acceleration'; 
        Main.Laser.Value_multiplier = myinput('Constant multiplier due to equipment? 
(Default = 1): ', 1); 
         
        if strcmp(Main.Solver.Domain, 'Frequency domain') 
            Main.Laser.Value_disp = 
Main.Laser.Value_multiplier*Main.Laser.Value./(2*pi*Main.Frequency.Freq).^2; 
        elseif strcmp(Main.Solver.Domain, 'Time domain') 
            error('Time domain') 
        end 
         
    elseif (temp.ques2 == 3) 
        Main.Laser.Value_type = 'Displacement'; 
        Main.Laser.Value_multiplier = myinput('Constant multiplier due to equipment? 
(Default = 1 for B&K Laser Vibrometer): ', 1); 
         
        if strcmp(Main.Solver.Domain, 'Frequency domain') 
            Main.Laser.Value_disp = Main.Laser.Value_multiplier*Main.Laser.Value; 
        elseif strcmp(Main.Solver.Domain, 'Time domain') 
            error('Time domain') 
        end 
    end 
 
    temp.ques1 = yesno('Load laser phase measurements from file?'); 
     
    if temp.ques1 == 1 
 
        [Main.Laser.Value_phase, Main.Laser.FilenamePhase] = from_file(1, 'Select 
Laser phase file'); 
         
        temp.string = ['Laser phase measurements from file is of what nature?\n'... 
                '  [1] - degrees\n  [2] - radians\n  Select (Default = 1): ']; 
        temp.ques2 = myinput(temp.string, 1, [1,2]); 
 
        if (temp.ques2 == 1) 
            Main.Laser.Value_phasetype = 'Converted from degrees to radians.'; 
            Main.Laser.Value_phase = pi/180*Main.Laser.Value_phase; 
        elseif (temp.ques2 == 2) 
            Main.Laser.Value_phasetype = 'Radians'; 
        end 
         
    elseif temp.ques1 == 0 
         
        Main.Laser.FilenamePhase = 'User defined value.'; 
        Main.Laser.Value_phase = input('Enter laser phase [degrees] (Default = Not 
defined.): '); 
         
        if isempty(Main.Laser.Value_phase) 
            Main.Laser.Value_phase = 'Not defined'; 
        end 
         
        Main.Laser.Value_phase = pi/180*Main.Laser.Value_phase; 
        Main.Laser.Value_phasetype = 'Converted from degrees to radians.'; 
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    end 
     
elseif (temp.ques1 == 0) & (strcmp(Main.Solver.Domain, 'Frequency domain')) 
    Main.Laser.Filename = 'User defined value.'; 
    Main.Laser.FilenamePhase = 'User defined value.'; 
    Main.Laser.Value_type = 'Displacement'; 
    Main.Laser.Value_multiplier = 1; 
    Main.Laser.Value_disp = input('Enter laser measurements. [meter] (Default = []): 
'); 
    if isempty(Main.Laser.Value_disp) 
        Main.Laser.Description = 'Not defined.'; 
        Main.Laser.Value_disp = []; 
    end 
     
    Main.Laser.FilenamePhase = 'User defined value.'; 
    Main.Laser.Value_phase = input('Enter Laser phase [degrees] (Default = 0): '); 
    if isempty(Main.Laser.Value_phase) 
        Main.Laser.Value_phase = []; 
        Main.Laser.Value_phasetype = 'Not defined.'; 
    else 
        Main.Laser.Value_phase = pi/180*Main.Laser.Value_phase; 
        Main.Laser.Value_phasetype = 'Converted from degrees to radians.'; 
    end 
end 
 
Main.Laser.Value_position = myinput(['Enter laser measurement position. (Default = ' 
num2str(max(Main.x.x)) '): '], max(Main.x.x)); 
% ========================================================================= 
 
% Define acoustic/pressure excitation (Experimental measurements/simulation  
% parameters) 
% ========================================================================= 
Main.Pressure.Description = []; Main.Pressure.Filename = []; Main.Pressure.Value = 
[]; 
Main.Pressure.Value_type = []; Main.Pressure.Value_multiplier = []; 
Main.Pressure.Value_pascal = []; 
 
temp.ques1 = yesno('Load pressure excitation from file?'); 
if (temp.ques1 == 1); 
    [Main.Pressure.Value, Main.Pressure.Filename] = from_file(1, 'Select Pressure 
excitation file'); 
 
    temp.string = ['Pressure measurements from file is of what nature?\n'... 
            '  [1] - Pascal\n  [2] - Decibel\n  Select (Default = 1): ']; 
    temp.ques2 = myinput(temp.string, 1, [1,2]); 
     
    if (temp.ques2 == 1) 
        Main.Pressure.Value_type = 'Pascal'; 
        Main.Pressure.Value_multiplier = myinput('Constant multiplier due to 
equipment? (Default = 1): ', 1); 
        Main.Pressure.Value_pascal = 
Main.Pressure.Value_multiplier*Main.Pressure.Value; 
         
    elseif (temp.ques2 == 2) 
        Main.Pressure.Value_type = 'Decibel'; 
        Main.Pressure.Value_multiplier = myinput('Constant multiplier due to 
equipment? (Default = 1): ', 1); 
        Main.Pressure.Value_pascal = (20e-
6)*10.^(Main.Pressure.Value_multiplier*Main.Pressure.Value/20); 
    end 
else 
    Main.Pressure.Filename = 'User defined value.';  
    Main.Pressure.Value_type = 'Pascal';  
    Main.Pressure.Value_multiplier = 1; 
    Main.Pressure.Value_pascal = myinput('Enter pressure excitation [pascal] 
(Default = 0): ', 0); 





% Define VPZT input (Experimental measurements/simulation parameters) 
% ========================================================================= 
Main.Pzt.Description = []; Main.Pzt.FilenameVin = []; Main.Pzt.FilenamePhase = []; 
Main.Pzt.ValueVin = []; Main.Pzt.ValuePhase = []; Main.Pzt.ValuePhase_type = []; 
Main.Pzt.Control = [];  % Designated for close-loop feedback control 
 
if (Pzt.Length ~= 0)&(strcmp(Main.Control.Description, 'No control')); 
     
    temp.ques1 = yesno('Load Pzt Vin from file?'); 
    if (temp.ques1 == 1); 
        [Main.Pzt.ValueVin, Main.Pzt.FilenameVin] = from_file(1, 'Select Pzt Vin 
file'); 
    else 
        Main.Pzt.FilenameVin = 'User defined value.'; 
        Main.Pzt.ValueVin = myinput('Enter Pzt Vin [volt] (Default = 0): ', 0); 
    end 
     
    temp.ques2 = yesno('Load Pzt Vin phase from file?'); 
    if (temp.ques2 == 1); 
        [Main.Pzt.ValuePhase, Main.Pzt.FilenamePhase] = from_file(1, 'Select Pzt Vin 
phase file'); 
         
        temp.string = ['PZT Vin phase measurements from file is of what nature?\n'... 
                '  [1] - Dgrees\n  [2] - Radians\n  Select (Default = 1): ']; 
        temp.ques2 = myinput(temp.string, 1, [1,2]); 
         
        if (temp.ques2 == 1) 
            Main.Pzt.ValuePhase_type = 'Converted from degrees to radians.'; 
            Main.Pzt.ValuePhase = pi/180*Main.Pzt.ValuePhase; 
        elseif (temp.ques2 == 2) 
            Main.Pzt.ValuePhase_type = 'Radians'; 
        end 
         
    else 
        Main.Pzt.FilenamePhase = 'User defined value.'; 
        Main.Pzt.ValuePhase = myinput('Enter Pzt Vin phase [degrees] (Default = 0): 
', 0); 
        Main.Pzt.ValuePhase = pi/180*Main.Pzt.ValuePhase; 
        Main.Pzt.ValuePhase_type = 'Converted from degrees to radians.'; 
    end 
     
    Main.Pzt.Moments = mpiezov1(Main.Pzt.ValueVin, Main.Pzt.ValuePhase); 
     
elseif (Pzt.Length == 0) 
    % All parameters for PZT voltage input  are set to zero if Pzt.Length = 0 
    Main.Pzt.Description = 'No pzt bimorph.'; Main.Pzt.FilenameVin = []; 
Main.Pzt.FilenamePhase = []; 
    Main.Pzt.ValueVin = []; Main.Pzt.ValuePhase = []; Main.Pzt.ValuePhase_type = []; 
    Main.Pzt.Moments = 0; 
elseif strcmp(Main.Control.Description, 'Constant gain control') 
    Main.Pzt.Description = 'Pzt bimorph driven by control algorithm'; 
    Main.Pzt.FilenameVin = []; Main.Pzt.FilenamePhase = []; 
    Main.Pzt.ValueVin = 'Sol.Control.ValueVin'; 
    Main.Pzt.ValuePhase = 'Sol.Control.ValueVin'; 
Main.Pzt.ValuePhase_type = []; Main.Pzt.Moments = 0;  




% Experimenting-Simulation with fluid damping. 
 
Main.Others.tip_viscousdamper = myinput('Enter the viscous damper to be simulated 
(Default = 0): ', 0); 
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Main.Others.tip_massdamper = myinput('Enter the tip damping mass (Default = 0): ', 
0); 
Main.Others.fluid_density = 1.2; % Bulk density of air 
 
Main.Solver.Beam_Theory = 'Timoshenko'; 
 
Main.FluidSimu.tip_massdamper = 0; 
Main.FluidSimu.tip_viscousdamper = 0; 
 
clear temp 






% Experimental measurements/simulation parameters must be set first using  
% beams.m. As of latest update, myrk4v7.m will take into most considerations  
% that has been defined using beams.m. 
% 
% cont_1: to allow for future multiple options such as waitbar, error  
%         prompt etc. Currently only waitbar included. 
% cont_1 = ‘waitbar’; cont_1_value = ‘off’ or ‘on’ (Default) 
% ========================================================================= 
 
function myRK4v7(cont_1, cont_1_value) 
 
global Sol Main Beam Pzt Pvdf Calc 
 
if rem(nargin, 2) ~= 0; 
    error('Error: Input parameters.') 
end 
 
% Check value of cont_1 (waitbar) and determine waitbar display 
% ========================================================================= 
if nargin > 0 
    if strcmp(lower(cont_1), 'waitbar'); 
        if strcmp(cont_1_value, 'off'); 
            Calc.Func.Waitbar = 'off'; 
        elseif strcmp(cont_1_value, 'on'); 
            Calc.Func.Waitbar = 'on'; 
        else  
            disp('Waitbar option = on/off only. Default = on.') 
            Calc.Func.Waitbar = 'on'; 
        end 
    end 
elseif nargin == 0 




n = length(Main.x.x); 
 
% Check for possible errors in experimental measurements and simulation  





if (length(Main.Frequency.Freq)~=1)&(length(Main.Frequency.Freq)~=m); error('Error 
in input vector sizes.'); end 
if 
(length(Main.Base_excite.Value_disp)~=1)&(length(Main.Base_excite.Value_disp)~=m); 
error('Error in input vector sizes.'); end 
if (length(Main.Pressure.Value_pascal)~=1)&(length(Main.Pressure.Value_pascal)~=m); 
error('Error in input vector sizes.'); end 
if (length(Main.Pzt.Moments)~=1)&(length(Main.Pzt.Moments)~=m); error('Error in 
input vector sizes.'); end 
% ========================================================================= 
 
if (m ~= 1) 
    Sol = zeros(4, m);  % Sets a vector to store the solution 
end 
 
if (~strcmp(Main.Control.Description, 'No control'))&(Main.Pzt.Moments ~= 0); 
        error('For coupled beam (constant gain control law), voltage should not be 
preset!.'); 




% Setting the boundary condition matrix according to input signal 
% ========================================================================= 
if strcmp(Main.Solver.Description, 'Base excitation, displacement measurement'); 
    Calc.BC = [0 1 0 0; 1 0 0 0; 1 1 0 0]; 
     
elseif strcmp(Main.Solver.Description, 'Laser, displacement measurement'); 
     
    Calc.x_posn = round(Main.Laser.Value_position/Main.x.dx)+1; 
     
    if (Calc.x_posn ~= n)& (Calc.x_posn ~= 1) 
        Calc.x_backward = fliplr(Main.x.x(1:Calc.x_posn));  
        Calc.x_forward = Main.x.x(Calc.x_posn:n); 
        Calc.n_backward= length(Calc.x_backward);  
        Calc.n_forward = length(Calc.x_forward); 
        Calc.BC = [0 1 0 0; 1 0 0 0; 1 0 1 0; 1 1 0 0]; 
         
    elseif (Calc.x_posn == n) 
        Calc.x = fliplr(Main.x.x); 
        Calc.BC = [0 0 1 0; 0 0 0 1]; 
         
    elseif (Calc.x_posn == 1) 
        Calc.BC = [0 1 0 0; 1 0 0 0; 1 1 0 0]; 
    end 
     
elseif strcmp(Main.Solver.Description, 'Strain sensor, voltage measurements');     
    Calc.BC = [0 1 0 0; 0 0 1 0; 0 0 0 1; 0 0 1 1]; 
    Calc.pv_posn = (round(0.5*(Pvdf.Start+Pvdf.Stop)/Main.x.dx)+1); 
    Calc.pv_backward = fliplr(Main.x.x(1:Calc.pv_posn));  
    Calc.pv_forward = Main.x.x(Calc.pv_posn:n); 
    Calc.n_backward= length(Calc.pv_backward);  
    Calc.n_forward = length(Calc.pv_forward); 
end 
 
% Begin sweeping 
% ========================================================================= 
if strcmp(lower(Calc.Func.Waitbar), 'on') 
    h_waitbar = waitbar(0,'Sweeping frequencies. Please wait...', 'NumberTitle', 
'off', 'Name', 'myRK4v7: Progress Indicator', 'Color', [1 1 1]); 
end 
 
for aa = 1:m  % sweep freq 
    if strcmp(lower(Calc.Func.Waitbar), 'on'); waitbar(aa/m); end    
     
    if (length(Main.Frequency.Freq) == m) 
        Calc.Freq = Main.Frequency.Freq(aa); 
    elseif (length(Main.Frequency.Freq) == 1) 
        Calc.Freq = Main.Frequency.Freq; 
    end 
     
    if (length(Main.Pzt.Moments) == m) 
        Calc.pztmoments = Main.Pzt.Moments(aa); 
    elseif (length(Main.Pzt.Moments) == 1) 
        Calc.pztmoments = Main.Pzt.Moments; 
    end 
     
    if (length(Main.Pressure.Value_pascal) == m) 
        Calc.pressure = Main.Pressure.Value_pascal(aa); 
    elseif (length(Main.Pressure.Value_pascal) == 1) 
        Calc.pressure = Main.Pressure.Value_pascal; 
    end 
     
    if strcmp(Main.Solver.Description, 'Base excitation, displacement measurement'); 
         
        if (length(Main.Base_excite.Value_disp) == m) 
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            Calc.w0 = Main.Base_excite.Value_disp(aa);      
        elseif (length(Main.Base_excite.Value_disp)==1) 
            Calc.w0 = Main.Base_excite.Value_disp;  
        end 
         
        Calc.BC(:,4) = Calc.w0; 
         
        Calc.Y.Y1 = myRK4v2(Main.x.x, Calc.BC(1,:)'); 
        Calc.Y.Y2 = myRK4v2(Main.x.x, Calc.BC(2,:)');  
        Calc.Y.Y3 = myRK4v2(Main.x.x, Calc.BC(3,:)'); 
 
        if strcmp(Main.Control.Description, 'Constant gain control') 
            Calc.pztmoments = mpiezov1(1,Main.Control.ValuePhase); 
            % Base excitation, check Calc.BC 
            Calc.BC(4,:) = [0 0 0 Calc.w0]; 
            Calc.Y.YC = myRK4v2(Main.x.x, Calc.BC(4,:)');  
            Calc.Y.Sol = CFunc(Calc.Y.Y1, Calc.Y.Y2, Calc.Y.Y3, Calc.Y.YC); 
             
        elseif strcmp(Main.Control.Description, 'No control') 
            Calc.Y.Sol = CFunc(Calc.Y.Y1, Calc.Y.Y2, Calc.Y.Y3); 
        end 
         
    elseif strcmp(Main.Solver.Description, 'Laser, displacement measurement'); 
         
        if (length(Main.Laser.Value_disp) == m) 
            Calc.wx_pos = Main.Laser.Value_disp(aa);      
        elseif (length(Main.Base_excite.Value_disp)==1) 
            Calc.wx_pos = Main.Laser.Value_disp; 
        end 
         
        Calc.BC(:,4) = Calc.wx_pos; 
         
        if (Calc.x_posn ~= n)& (Calc.x_posn ~= 1) 
             
            Calc.Y.Y1 = zeros(4,(Calc.n_backward+Calc.n_forward-1)); 
            Calc.Y.Y1_forward = myRK4v2(Calc.x_forward, Calc.BC(1,:)'); 
            Calc.Y.Y1_backward = myRK4v2(Calc.x_backward, Calc.BC(1,:)'); 
            Calc.Y.Y1(:,1:Calc.n_backward) = fliplr(Calc.Y.Y1_backward); 
            Calc.Y.Y1(:,Calc.n_backward:(Calc.n_backward+Calc.n_forward-1)) = 
Calc.Y.Y1_forward; 
             
            Calc.Y.Y2 = zeros(4,(Calc.n_backward+Calc.n_forward-1)); 
            Calc.Y.Y2_forward = myRK4v2(Calc.x_forward, Calc.BC(2,:)'); 
            Calc.Y.Y2_backward = myRK4v2(Calc.x_backward, Calc.BC(2,:)'); 
            Calc.Y.Y2(:,1:Calc.n_backward) = fliplr(Calc.Y.Y2_backward); 
            Calc.Y.Y2(:,Calc.n_backward:(Calc.n_backward+Calc.n_forward-1)) = 
Calc.Y.Y2_forward; 
             
            Calc.Y.Y3 = zeros(4,(Calc.n_backward+Calc.n_forward-1)); 
            Calc.Y.Y3_forward = myRK4v2(Calc.x_forward, Calc.BC(3,:)'); 
            Calc.Y.Y3_backward = myRK4v2(Calc.x_backward, Calc.BC(3,:)'); 
            Calc.Y.Y3(:,1:Calc.n_backward) = fliplr(Calc.Y.Y3_backward); 
            Calc.Y.Y3(:,Calc.n_backward:(Calc.n_backward+Calc.n_forward-1)) = 
Calc.Y.Y3_forward; 
             
            Calc.Y.Y4 = zeros(4,(Calc.n_backward+Calc.n_forward-1)); 
            Calc.Y.Y4_forward = myRK4v2(Calc.x_forward, Calc.BC(4,:)'); 
            Calc.Y.Y4_backward = myRK4v2(Calc.x_backward, Calc.BC(4,:)'); 
            Calc.Y.Y4(:,1:Calc.n_backward) = fliplr(Calc.Y.Y4_backward); 
            Calc.Y.Y4(:,Calc.n_backward:(Calc.n_backward+Calc.n_forward-1)) = 
Calc.Y.Y4_forward; 
             
            Calc.Y = rmfield(Calc.Y, {'Y1_backward', 'Y1_forward','Y2_backward', 
'Y2_forward','Y3_backward', 'Y3_forward','Y4_backward', 'Y4_forward'}); 
              
            if strcmp(Main.Control.Description, 'Constant gain control') 
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                Calc.pztmoments = mpiezov1(1, Main.Control.ValuePhase); 
                % Laser vibrometer measurements from mid span of beam, check Calc.BC 
                Calc.BC(5,:) = [0 1 1 Calc.wx_pos]; 
                Calc.Y.YC = zeros(4,(Calc.n_backward+Calc.n_forward-1)); 
                Calc.Y.YC_forward = myRK4v2(Calc.x_forward, Calc.BC(5,:)'); 
                Calc.Y.YC_backward = myRK4v2(Calc.x_backward, Calc.BC(5,:)'); 
                Calc.Y.YC(:,1:Calc.n_backward) = fliplr(Calc.Y.YC_backward); 
                Calc.Y.YC(:,Calc.n_backward:(Calc.n_backward+Calc.n_forward-1)) = 
Calc.Y.YC_forward; 
                Calc.Y = rmfield(Calc.Y, {'YC1_backward', 'YC_forward'});                 
                Calc.Y.Sol = CFunc(Calc.Y.Y1, Calc.Y.Y2, Calc.Y.Y3, Calc.Y.Y4, 
Calc.Y.YC); 
 
            elseif strcmp(Main.Control.Description, 'No control') 
                Calc.Y.Sol = CFunc(Calc.Y.Y1, Calc.Y.Y2, Calc.Y.Y3, Calc.Y.Y4); 
            end 
             
        elseif (Calc.x_posn == n) 
             
            Calc.Y.Y1 = myRK4v2(fliplr(Main.x.x), Calc.BC(1,:)'); 
            Calc.Y.Y1 = fliplr(Calc.Y.Y1); 
 
            Calc.Y.Y2 = myRK4v2(fliplr(Main.x.x), Calc.BC(2,:)'); 
            Calc.Y.Y2 = fliplr(Calc.Y.Y2); 
             
            if strcmp(Main.Control.Description, 'Constant gain control') 
                Calc.pztmoments = mpiezov1(1, Main.Control.ValuePhase); 
                % Laser vibrometer measurements from tip, check Calc.BC 
                % Let Calc.BC(3,:) = [0 0 0/1 Calc.wx_pos]; (might not work cos 
linear combination of previous BCs) 
                Calc.BC(3,:) = [0 0 0 Calc.wx_pos]; 
                Calc.Y.YC = myRK4v2(fliplr(Main.x.x), Calc.BC(3,:)'); 
                Calc.Y.YC = fliplr(Calc.Y.YC); 
                 
                Calc.Y.Sol = CFunc(Calc.Y.Y1, Calc.Y.Y2, Calc.Y.YC); 
                 
            elseif strcmp(Main.Control.Description, 'No control') 
                Calc.Y.Sol = CFunc(Calc.Y.Y1, Calc.Y.Y2); 
            end 
 
            Calc.Y.Sol = CFunc(Calc.Y.Y1, Calc.Y.Y2); 
             
        elseif (Calc.x_posn == 1) 
             
            Calc.Y.Y1 = myRK4v2(Main.x.x, Calc.BC(1,:)'); 
            Calc.Y.Y2 = myRK4v2(Main.x.x, Calc.BC(2,:)');  
            Calc.Y.Y3 = myRK4v2(Main.x.x, Calc.BC(3,:)'); 
             
            if strcmp(Main.Control.Description, 'Constant gain control') 
                Calc.pztmoments = mpiezov1(1, Main.Control.ValuePhase); 
                % Base excitation, check Calc.BC 
                Calc.BC(4,:) = [0 0 0 Calc.w0]; 
                Calc.Y.YC = myRK4v2(Main.x.x, Calc.BC(4,:)');  
                Calc.Y.Sol = CFunc(Calc.Y.Y1, Calc.Y.Y2, Calc.Y.Y3, Calc.Y.YC); 
                 
            elseif strcmp(Main.Control.Description, 'No control') 
                Calc.Y.Sol = CFunc(Calc.Y.Y1, Calc.Y.Y2, Calc.Y.Y3); 
            end 
             
        end 
 
    elseif strcmp(Main.Solver.Description, 'Pvdf strain sensor, strain 
measurements'); 
         
        if (length(Main.Pvdf.Value_strain) == m) 
            Calc.pv_str = Main.Pvdf.Value_strain(aa);      
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        elseif (length(Main.Pvdf.Value_strain)==1) 
            Calc.pv_str = Main.Pvdf.Value_strain; 
        end 
         
        if (Beam.Length ~= 0)&(Pzt.Length ~= 0) 
             
            if (Calc.pv_posn < round(Pzt.Length/Main.x.dx)+1); 
                global y_bar M_normal 
                Calc.pv_mom = Calc.pv_str*(Main.NAxis.Moments)/(Pzt.Thick - 
Main.NAxis.y_bar + Beam.Thick); % We assume the PVDF is always stuck on the beam 
            else  
                Calc.pv_mom = 
Calc.pv_str*(real(Beam.Young)*Beam.I)/(0.5*Beam.Thick); % We assume the strain 
measured is the point strain at 'position'. 
            end 
        elseif (Beam.Length == 0)&(Pzt.Length ~= 0) 
            Calc.pv_mom = Calc.pv_str*(real(Pzt.Young)*Pzt.I)/(0.5*Pzt.Thick); 
        elseif (B_Length ~= 0)&(P_Length == 0) 
            Calc.pv_mom = Calc.pv_str*(real(Beam.Young)*Beam.I)/(0.5*Beam.Thick); 
        end 
         
        Calc.BC(:,1) = Calc.pv_mom; 
         
        Calc.Y.Y1 = zeros(4,(Calc.n_backward+Calc.n_forward-1)); 
        Calc.Y.Y1_forward = myRK4v2(Calc.pv_forward, Calc.BC(1,:)'); 
        Calc.Y.Y1_backward = myRK4v2(Calc.pv_backward, Calc.BC(1,:)'); 
        Calc.Y.Y1(:,1:Calc.n_backward) = fliplr(Calc.Y.Y1_backward); 
        Calc.Y.Y1(:,Calc.n_backward:(Calc.n_backward+Calc.n_forward-1)) = 
Calc.Y.Y1_forward; 
         
        Calc.Y.Y2 = zeros(4,(Calc.n_backward+Calc.n_forward-1)); 
        Calc.Y.Y2_forward = myRK4v2(Calc.pv_forward, Calc.BC(2,:)'); 
        Calc.Y.Y2_backward = myRK4v2(Calc.pv_backward, Calc.BC(2,:)'); 
        Calc.Y.Y2(:,1:Calc.n_backward) = fliplr(Calc.Y.Y2_backward); 
        Calc.Y.Y2(:,Calc.n_backward:(Calc.n_backward+Calc.n_forward-1)) = 
Calc.Y.Y2_forward; 
         
        Calc.Y.Y3 = zeros(4,(Calc.n_backward+Calc.n_forward-1)); 
        Calc.Y.Y3_forward = myRK4v2(Calc.pv_forward, Calc.BC(3,:)'); 
        Calc.Y.Y3_backward = myRK4v2(Calc.pv_backward, Calc.BC(3,:)'); 
        Calc.Y.Y3(:,1:Calc.n_backward) = fliplr(Calc.Y.Y3_backward); 
        Calc.Y.Y3(:,Calc.n_backward:(Calc.n_backward+Calc.n_forward-1)) = 
Calc.Y.Y3_forward; 
         
        Calc.Y.Y4 = zeros(4,(Calc.n_backward+Calc.n_forward-1)); 
        Calc.Y.Y4_forward = myRK4v2(Calc.pv_forward, Calc.BC(4,:)'); 
        Calc.Y.Y4_backward = myRK4v2(Calc.pv_backward, Calc.BC(4,:)'); 
        Calc.Y.Y4(:,1:Calc.n_backward) = fliplr(Calc.Y.Y4_backward); 
        Calc.Y.Y4(:,Calc.n_backward:(Calc.n_backward+Calc.n_forward-1)) = 
Calc.Y.Y4_forward; 
        Calc.Y = rmfield(Calc.Y, {'Y1_backward', 'Y1_forward','Y2_backward', 
'Y2_forward','Y3_backward', 'Y3_forward','Y4_backward', 'Y4_forward'}); 
         
        if strcmp(Main.Control.Description, 'Constant gain control') 
            Calc.pztmoments = mpiezov1(1, Main.Control.ValuePhase); 
            % Pvdf strain sensor measurements from mid span of beam, check Calc.BC 
            % Calc.BC = [0 1 0 0; 0 0 1 0; 0 0 0 1; 0 0 1 1]; 
            % Let Calc.BC(5,:) = [Calc.pv_mom 1 0 1]; 
 
            Calc.BC(5,:) = [Calc.pv_mom 1 0 1]; 
            Calc.Y.YC = zeros(4,(Calc.n_backward+Calc.n_forward-1)); 
            Calc.Y.YC_forward = myRK4v2(Calc.x_forward, Calc.BC(5,:)'); 
            Calc.Y.YC_backward = myRK4v2(Calc.x_backward, Calc.BC(5,:)'); 
            Calc.Y.YC(:,1:Calc.n_backward) = fliplr(Calc.Y.YC_backward); 
            Calc.Y.YC(:,Calc.n_backward:(Calc.n_backward+Calc.n_forward-1)) = 
Calc.Y.YC_forward; 
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            Calc.Y = rmfield(Calc.Y, {'YC1_backward', 'YC_forward'});  
             
            Calc.Y.Sol = CFunc(Calc.Y.Y1, Calc.Y.Y2, Calc.Y.Y3, Calc.Y.Y4, 
Calc.Y.YC); 
             
        elseif strcmp(Main.Control.Description, 'No control') 
            Calc.Y.Sol = CFunc(Calc.Y.Y1, Calc.Y.Y2, Calc.Y.Y3, Calc.Y.Y4); 
        end 
         
    end 
     
    if (m~=1) 
        Sol.All(aa) = {Calc.Y.Sol}; 
    end 
     
    if (m == 1) 
        % Since only 1 frequency term, to show deflection profile only 
        Sol.Profile = Calc.Y.Sol; 
    elseif (m > 1) 
        Sol.Base(:,aa) = Calc.Y.Sol(:,1); 
        Sol.Tip(:,aa) = Calc.Y.Sol(:,n); 
 
        if (Pvdf.stop ~= 0); % To give strain solutions, note default would give 
base strain 
            if (Pvdf.start ~= Pvdf.stop) 
                temp.sens_1 = ceil(Pvdf.start/Main.x.dx)+1; temp.sens_2 = 
floor(Pvdf.stop/Main.x.dx)-1; 
            else  
                temp.sens_1 = ceil(Pvdf.start/Main.x.dx)+1; 
                temp.sens_2 = temp.sens_1; 
            end 
             
            if (Beam.Length ~= 0)&(Pzt.Length == 0); % No Pzt bimorph 
                Sol.Strain(:,aa) = 
0.5*Beam.Thick*(max(Calc.Y.Sol(1,temp.sens_1:temp.sens_2)))/(Beam.Young*Beam.I); 
                 
            elseif (Beam.Length == 0)&(Pzt.Length ~= 0); % No beam, only Pzt 
                Sol.Strain(:,aa) = 
0.5*Pzt.Thick*(max(Calc.Y.Sol(1,temp.sens_1:temp.sens_2)))/(Pzt.Young*Pzt.I); 
                 
            elseif (Beam.Length ~= 0)&(Pzt.Length ~= 0); % Active beam 
                 
                if (Pzt.start_position ~= 0)&(Pvdf.start >= 0)&((Pvdf.stop < 
Pzt.start_position)| ... 
                        (Pvdf.start >= (Pzt.Length + Pzt.start_position))); % When 
sensor over beam only 
                    Sol.Strain(:,aa) = 
0.5*Beam.Thick*(max(Calc.Y.Sol(1,temp.sens_1:temp.sens_2)))/(Beam.Young*Beam.I); 
                elseif (Pvdf.start >= Pzt.start_position) & (Pvdf.stop < (Pzt.Length 
+ Pzt.start_position)) 
                    % When sensor over pzt portion of beam 
                    Sol.Strain(:,aa) = 
Main.NAxis.y_bar*(max(Calc.Y.Sol(1,temp.sens_1:temp.sens_2)))/(Main.NAxis.Moments); 
                end 
            end 
        end % End strain solutions 
    end 
end 
 
if strcmp(lower(Calc.Func.Waitbar), 'on'); close(h_waitbar); end 
 




% Evaluating C constants !DO NOT EDIT 
% ========================================================================= 
% This script file CFunc.m is evluating the C constants for the simple beam  
% which is a linear ODEs. It uses 3, 4 or 5 output matrices from myRK4v2.m  
% from 3 different boundary conditions. 
% 
% CFunc is only applicable to Fixed-Free beam. 
% CFunc uses the shooting method. 
% 
% Different number of output matrices due to initial x' location. 
% 
% This CFunc function is included in myRK4vf.m ode45vf.m etc which returns  
% the final y matrix. 
% ========================================================================= 
 
function y = CFunc(Y1, Y2, Y3, Y4, Y5) 
 
if (nargin < 2)|(nargin > 5); error('Error: Input Parameters'); end 
 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
global Main Calc Sol Beam Pzt Pvdf 
 
damping_mass = Main.Others.tip_massdamper + Main.FluidSimu.tip_massdamper; 
damping_viscous = Main.Others.tip_viscousdamper + Main.FluidSimu.tip_viscousdamper; 
fr = Calc.Freq; 
shear_tip = damping_mass*(fr*2*pi)^2-i*damping_viscous*(2*pi*fr); 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
 
n = length(Y1); 
 
if strcmp(Main.Control.Description, 'No control') 
     
    if (nargin == 2); % When sweeping from tip to fixed end 
        A = [Y1(3,1) Y2(3,1);  
            1 1]; 
        B = [0; 1]; % linearity and boundary conditions 
        warning off MATLAB:nearlySingularMatrix 
        warning off MATLAB:singularMatrix 
        C = A\B; 
         
        y = (C(1,1)*Y1 + C(2,1)*Y2); 
         
    elseif (nargin == 3);  % When sweeping from fixed end to tip 
        A = [Y1(1,n) Y2(1,n) Y3(1,n);  
            (Y1(2,n)-shear_tip*Y1(4,n)) ... 
                (Y2(2,n)-shear_tip*Y2(4,n)) ... 
                (Y3(2,n)-shear_tip*Y3(4,n)); 
            1 1 1]; 
        B = [0; 0; 1]; % linearity and boundary conditions 
        warning off MATLAB:nearlySingularMatrix 
        warning off MATLAB:singularMatrix 
        C = A\B; 
         
        y = (C(1,1)*Y1 + C(2,1)*Y2 + C(3,1)*Y3); 
         
    elseif (nargin == 4); % When sweeping from mid span to fixed end and tip 
         
        A = [Y1(1,n) Y2(1,n) Y3(1,n) Y4(1,n);  
            (Y1(2,n)-shear_tip*Y1(4,n)) ... 
                (Y2(2,n)-shear_tip*Y2(4,n)) ... 
                (Y3(2,n)-shear_tip*Y3(4,n)) ... 
                (Y4(2,n)-shear_tip*Y4(4,n)); 
            Y1(3,1) Y2(3,1) Y3(3,1) Y4(3,1);  
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            1 1 1 1]; 
        B = [0; 0; 0; 1]; % linearity and boundary conditions 
        C = A\B; 
        y = (C(1,1)*Y1 + C(2,1)*Y2 + C(3,1)*Y3 + C(4,1)*Y4); 
         
    end 
     
elseif strcmp(Main.Control.Description, 'Constant gain control') & 
strcmp(Main.Control.Feedback, 'Tip displacement') 
     
    if (nargin == 3); % When sweeping from tip to fixed end 
        A = [Y1(3,1) Y2(3,1), Y3(3,1);  % slope must be zero 
            Y1(4,n) Y2(4,n), (Y3(4,n)-1/Main.Control.ValueK);   % voltage equal to 
tip deflection x control 
            1 1 1]; 
        B = [0; 0; 1]; % linearity and boundary conditions 
        warning off MATLAB:nearlySingularMatrix 
        warning off MATLAB:singularMatrix 
        C = A\B; 
         
        y = C(1,1)*Y1 + C(2,1)*Y2 + C(3,1)*Y3; 
         
    elseif (nargin == 4);  % When sweeping from fixed end to tip 
        A = [Y1(1,n) Y2(1,n) Y3(1,n) Y4(1,n);  
            (Y1(2,n)-shear_tip*Y1(4,n)) ... 
                (Y2(2,n)-shear_tip*Y2(4,n)) ... 
                (Y3(2,n)-shear_tip*Y3(4,n)) ... 
                (Y4(2,n)-shear_tip*Y4(4,n)); 
            Y1(4,n) Y2(4,n) Y3(4,n) (Y4(4,n)-1/Main.Control.ValueK); 
            1 1 1 1]; 
        B = [0; 0; 0; 1]; % linearity and boundary conditions 
        warning off MATLAB:nearlySingularMatrix 
        warning off MATLAB:singularMatrix 
        C = A\B; 
         
        y = (C(1,1)*Y1 + C(2,1)*Y2 + C(3,1)*Y3) + C(4,1)*Y4; 
         
    elseif (nargin == 5); % When sweeping from mid span to fixed end and tip 
         
        A = [Y1(1,n) Y2(1,n) Y3(1,n) Y4(1,n) Y5(1,n);  
            (Y1(2,n)-shear_tip*Y1(4,n)) ... 
                (Y2(2,n)-shear_tip*Y2(4,n)) ... 
                (Y3(2,n)-shear_tip*Y3(4,n)) ... 
                (Y4(2,n)-shear_tip*Y4(4,n)) ... 
                (Y5(2,n)-shear_tip*Y5(4,n)); 
            Y1(3,1) Y2(3,1) Y3(3,1) Y4(3,1) Y5(3,1);  
            Y1(4,n) Y2(4,n) Y3(4,n) Y4(4,n) (Y5(4,n)-1/Main.Control.ValueK); 
            1 1 1 1 1]; 
        B = [0; 0; 0; 0; 1]; % linearity and boundary conditions 
        C = A\B; 
        y = C(1,1)*Y1 + C(2,1)*Y2 + C(3,1)*Y3 + C(4,1)*Y4 + C(5,1)*Y5; 
    end 
     
    nc = length(C); 
     
    if ~isfield(Sol, 'Control') 
        Sol.Control.Description = 'Phase angle of ValueVin is with respect to Base 
excitation response'; 
        Sol.Control.ValueVin = []; 
    end 
     
    temp_n = length(Sol.Control.ValueVin); 
     
    Sol.Control.ValueVin(temp_n+1,1) = abs(C(nc,1)) * exp(i*angle(C(nc,1))) * 
exp(i*Main.Control.ValuePhase); 
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elseif strcmp(Main.Control.Description, 'Constant gain control') & 
strcmp(Main.Control.Feedback, 'Strain measurements') 
   
     
    if (Pvdf.stop ~= 0); % To give strain solutions, note default is base strain 
        temp.sens_1 = ceil(Pvdf.start/Main.x.dx)+1; % assumed strain always larger 
towards x = 0; 
    end 
     
%     the value of gamma can be observed from the evaluation of strain 
    if (Beam.Length ~= 0)&(Pzt.Length == 0); % No Pzt bimorph 
        temp.gamma = 0.5*Beam.Thick/(Beam.Young*Beam.I); 
          
    elseif (Beam.Length == 0)&(Pzt.Length ~= 0); % No beam, only Pzt 
        temp.gamma = 0.5*Pzt.Thick/(Pzt.Young*Pzt.I); 
          
    elseif (Beam.Length ~= 0)&(Pzt.Length ~= 0); % Active beam 
         
        if (Pzt.start_position ~= 0)&(Pvdf.start >= 0)&((Pvdf.stop < 
Pzt.start_position)| ... 
                (Pvdf.start >= (Pzt.Length + Pzt.start_position))); % When sensor 
over beam only 
            temp.gamma = 0.5*Beam.Thick/(Beam.Young*Beam.I); 
        elseif (Pvdf.start >= Pzt.start_position) & (Pvdf.stop < (Pzt.Length + 
Pzt.start_position)) 
            % When sensor over pzt portion of beam 
            temp.gamma = Main.NAxis.y_bar/(Main.NAxis.Moments); 
        end 
    end 
     
    if (nargin == 3); % When sweeping from tip to fixed end 
        A = [Y1(3,1) Y2(3,1), Y3(3,1);  % slope must be zero at x = 0 
            Y1(1,temp.sens_1) Y2(1,temp.sens_1), (Y3(1,temp.sens_1)-
1/(temp.gamma*Main.Control.ValueK));   % voltage equal to strain at base x control 
            1 1 1]; 
        B = [0; 0; 1]; % linearity and boundary conditions 
        warning off MATLAB:nearlySingularMatrix 
        warning off MATLAB:singularMatrix 
        C = A\B; 
         
        y = C(1,1)*Y1 + C(2,1)*Y2 + C(3,1)*Y3; 
         
    elseif (nargin == 4);  % When sweeping from fixed end to tip 
 
        A = [Y1(1,n) Y2(1,n) Y3(1,n) Y4(1,n); 
            (Y1(2,n)-shear_tip*Y1(4,n)) ... 
                (Y2(2,n)-shear_tip*Y2(4,n)) ... 
                (Y3(2,n)-shear_tip*Y3(4,n)) ... 
                (Y4(2,n)-shear_tip*Y4(4,n)); 
            Y1(1,temp.sens_1) Y2(1,temp.sens_1) Y3(1,temp.sens_1) 
(Y4(1,temp.sens_1)-1/(temp.gamma*Main.Control.ValueK)); 
            1 1 1 1]; 
        B = [0; 0; 0; 1]; % linearity and boundary conditions 
        warning off MATLAB:nearlySingularMatrix 
        warning off MATLAB:singularMatrix 
        C = A\B; 
         
        y = (C(1,1)*Y1 + C(2,1)*Y2 + C(3,1)*Y3) + C(4,1)*Y4; 
         
    elseif (nargin == 5); % When sweeping from mid span to fixed end and tip 
         
        A = [Y1(1,n) Y2(1,n) Y3(1,n) Y4(1,n) Y5(1,n);  
            (Y1(2,n)-shear_tip*Y1(4,n)) ... 
                (Y2(2,n)-shear_tip*Y2(4,n)) ... 
                (Y3(2,n)-shear_tip*Y3(4,n)) ... 
                (Y4(2,n)-shear_tip*Y4(4,n)) ... 
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                (Y5(2,n)-shear_tip*Y5(4,n)); 
            Y1(3,1) Y2(3,1) Y3(3,1) Y4(3,1) Y5(3,1);  
            Y1(1,temp.sens_1) Y2(1,temp.sens_1n) Y3(1,temp.sens_1) Y4(1,temp.sens_1) 
(Y5(1,temp.sens_1)-1/(temp.gamma*Main.Control.ValueK)); 
            1 1 1 1 1]; 
        B = [0; 0; 0; 0; 1]; % linearity and boundary conditions 
        C = A\B; 
        y = C(1,1)*Y1 + C(2,1)*Y2 + C(3,1)*Y3 + C(4,1)*Y4 + C(5,1)*Y5; 
    end 
    nc = length(C); 
    if ~isfield(Sol, 'Control') 
        Sol.Control.Description = 'Phase angle of ValueVin is with respect to Base 
excitation response'; 
        Sol.Control.ValueVin = []; 
    end 
    temp_n = length(Sol.Control.ValueVin); 
    Sol.Control.ValueVin(temp_n+1,1) = abs(C(nc,1)) * exp(i*angle(C(nc,1))) * 
exp(i*Main.Control.ValuePhase); 
     
end 
 




% State Space Equation !DO NOT EDIT 
% ========================================================================= 
% Function of the statespace equation for simple beam. Both timoshenko and 
% euler included. Used for numerical methods by myRK4v?.m 
% 
% DO NOT EDIT 
% ========================================================================= 
 
function t = StateSpaceFunc(x,w) 
 
% to allow for flexibility, these lines are added such that 
% statespacefunc can be changed easily to adapt to new variable names 
 
global Pzt Beam Main Calc 
 
dx = Main.x.dx;  
P_Length = Pzt.Length; 
P_Thick = Pzt.Thick; 
P_Width = Pzt.Width; 
P_Young = Pzt.Young; 
P_Density = Pzt.Density; 
P_Poisson = Pzt.Poisson; 
actuator_start = Pzt.start_position; 
P_G = Pzt.G; 
P_J = Pzt.J; 
P_I = Pzt.I; 
 
B_Length = Beam.Length; 
B_Thick = Beam.Thick; 
B_Width = Beam.Width; 
B_Young = Beam.Young; 
B_Density = Beam.Density; 
B_Poisson = Beam.Poisson; 
B_G = Beam.G; 
B_J = Beam.J; 
B_I = Beam.I; 
 
pressure = Calc.pressure; 
M_piezo = Calc.pztmoments; 
M_normal = Main.NAxis.Moments; 
fluid_density = Main.Others.fluid_density; 
fr = Calc.Freq; 




k = 2/3; % Corrector k for Timoshenko beam 
 
x = round(x/dx*10)*dx/10; % to prevent error (will round x to one decimal place 
below dx) 
 
if (B_Length == 0)&(P_Length == 0);     % Condition 0 when nothing 
    error('Invalid Parameters: B_Length = P_Length = 0'); 
     
elseif (B_Length ~= 0)&(P_Length == 0); % Condition 1 when only beam 
    P = [0; (pressure*B_Width); 0; 0]; 
    K = [0 1 -B_J*(2*pi*fr)^2 0 
        0 0 0 -
((B_Density*B_Width*B_Thick+(0.25*fluid_density*pi*B_Width^2))*(2*pi*fr)^2) 
        1/(B_Young*B_I) 0 0 0 
        0 1/(k*B_Width*B_Thick*B_G) -1 0]; 
     
elseif (B_Length == 0)&(P_Length ~= 0); % Condition 2 when only piezo actuator 
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    P = [0; (pressure*P_Width); M_piezo/M_normal; 0]; 
    K = [0 1 -P_J*(2*pi*fr)^2 0 
        0 0 0 -
((P_Density*P_Width*P_Thick+(0.25*fluid_density*pi*P_Width^2))*(2*pi*fr)^2) 
        1/(P_Young*P_I) 0 0 0 
        0 1/(k*P_Width*P_Thick*P_G) -1 0]; 
         
elseif (B_Length ~= 0)&(P_Length ~= 0)&(B_Length >= (P_Length + actuator_start)); % 
Condition 3 when both beam and piezo actuator 
    
    if (B_Length >= P_Length); % Condition 3.1 when Beam longer than piezo (most 
common) 
         
        if ((actuator_start ~= 0)&(x >= 0)&(x < actuator_start))|(x >= (P_Length + 
actuator_start)); 
            P = [0; pressure*B_Width; 0; 0]; 
             
            K = [0 1 -B_J*(2*pi*fr)^2 0 
                0 0 0 -
((B_Density*B_Width*B_Thick+(0.25*fluid_density*pi*B_Width^2))*(2*pi*fr)^2) 
                1/(B_Young*B_I) 0 0 0 
                0 1/(k*B_Width*B_Thick*B_G) -1 0]; 
             
        elseif (x >= actuator_start) & (x < (P_Length + actuator_start)); 
 
            P = [0; (pressure*B_Width); (M_piezo/M_normal); 0]; 
             
            K = [0 1 -P_J*(2*pi*fr)^2 0 
                0 0 0 -
((P_Density*P_Width*P_Thick+B_Density*B_Width*B_Thick+(0.25*fluid_density*pi*P_Width
^2))*(2*pi*fr)^2) 
                1/M_normal 0 0 0 
                0 1/(k*P_Width*P_Thick*P_G) -1 0]; 
        end 
         
    elseif (B_Length < P_Length); % Condition 3.2 when Beam shorter than piezo (For 
what?) 
         
        errordlg('Beam Length shorter than Pzt Length. Unprepared circumstance.', 
'Dimension error!'); 
         
    end 
     
end 
 
if (beam_theory == 2); K(1,3) = 0; K(4,2) = 0; end % Euler beam 
 
t = K * w - P; 
 




% Single RK4 action 
% ========================================================================= 
% This script file myRK4v2.m is evluating the beam deflection 
% characteristics for only ONE set of boundary conditions.  
% This function solves using the Runge Kutta 4 method. 
% 
% This file is general for use on the all beams, note this does not return 




function y = myRK4v2(x, BC) 
 
n = length(x); y = zeros(4,n); 
h = (x(2)-x(1)); 
 
y(:,1) = BC; 
for i = 1:n-1; 
    xi = x(i); 
    yi = y(:,i); 
    y_1 = yi + 0.5*h*StateSpaceFunc(xi,yi); 
    y_2 = yi + 0.5*h*StateSpaceFunc(xi+0.5*h,y_1); 
    y_3 = yi + h*StateSpaceFunc(xi+0.5*h,y_2); 
    y(:,(i+1)) = yi + h*(1/6*StateSpaceFunc(xi,yi) + 








% Neutral Axis and Beam Moments 
% ========================================================================= 
% This script file Beam_Mechanics.m is evaluating the  
% (1) beam characteristics such as polar and area moments.  
% (2) neutral axis and the required coordinates when using the active beam. 
% The commands can be placed in individual script files that declare the  
% beam dimensions.  
% 
% Note: This script is NOT a function 
% * useful when changing the dimensions of the beams or pzt within script. 
% ========================================================================= 
 
global Beam Pzt Main Epoxy 
 
% Cantilever beam 
Beam.Young = Beam.Young*(1 + Beam.damping*j); 
Beam.J = 
Beam.Density*Beam.Width*Beam.Thick*Beam.Length/12*(Beam.Width^2+Beam.Thick^2); 
Beam.G = 0.5*Beam.Young/(1 + Beam.Poisson); Beam.G = Beam.G*(1 + Beam.damping*j); 
Beam.I = 1/12*Beam.Width*Beam.Thick^3; 
% End cantilever beam 
 
% Piezo actuator 
Pzt.Young = Pzt.Young*(1 + Pzt.damping*j); 
Pzt.J = Pzt.Density*Pzt.Width*Pzt.Thick*Pzt.Length/12*(Pzt.Width^2+Pzt.Thick^2); 
Pzt.G = 0.5*Pzt.Young/(1 + Pzt.Poisson);  Pzt.G = Pzt.G*(1 + Pzt.damping*j); 
Pzt.I = 1/12*Pzt.Width*Pzt.Thick^3; 
% End Piezo actuator 
 
% % Neutral axis. 
% Main.NAxis.y_bar = 0.5*(Pzt.Thick*(real(Pzt.Young)*Pzt.Thick*Pzt.Width) + 
(2*Pzt.Thick + 
Beam.Thick)*(real(Beam.Young)*Beam.Thick*Beam.Width))/(Pzt.Thick*Pzt.Width*real(Pzt.
Young) + Beam.Thick*Beam.Width*real(Beam.Young)); 
% Main.NAxis.y1 = -Main.NAxis.y_bar; 
% Main.NAxis.y2 = Main.NAxis.y_bar - 0.5 * Pzt.Thick;  
% Main.NAxis.y3 = Pzt.Thick - Main.NAxis.y_bar;  
% Main.NAxis.y4 = Pzt.Thick + Beam.Thick - Main.NAxis.y_bar; 
% Main.NAxis.Moments = (real(Beam.Young)*Beam.Width*1/3*(Main.NAxis.y4^3-
Main.NAxis.y3^3) + real(Pzt.Young)*Pzt.Width*1/3*(Main.NAxis.y3^3 -
(Main.NAxis.y1+Main.NAxis.y2)^3)); 
% % End Neutral Axis 
 
 
% Including epoxy 
% Neutral axis. 
Main.NAxis.y_bar = 0.5*(Pzt.Thick*(real(Pzt.Young)*Pzt.Thick*Pzt.Width) + ... 
                   (2*Pzt.Thick + 
Epoxy.Thick)*(real(Epoxy.Young)*Epoxy.Thick*Epoxy.Width) + ... 
                   (2*Pzt.Thick + 2*Epoxy.Thick + 
Beam.Thick)*(real(Beam.Young)*Beam.Thick*Beam.Width))/... 
                   (Pzt.Thick*Pzt.Width*real(Pzt.Young) + 
Epoxy.Thick*Epoxy.Width*real(Epoxy.Young) + Beam.Thick*Beam.Width*real(Beam.Young)); 
 
Main.NAxis.y1 = 0.5*Pzt.Thick; 
Main.NAxis.y2 = Main.NAxis.y_bar - 0.5 * Pzt.Thick; 
Main.NAxis.y3 = Pzt.Thick + Epoxy.Thick - Main.NAxis.y_bar;  
Main.NAxis.y4 = Pzt.Thick + Epoxy.Thick + Beam.Thick - Main.NAxis.y_bar; 
Main.NAxis.y5 = Pzt.Thick - Main.NAxis.y_bar; 
 
% This is the passive part of the moments 
Main.NAxis.Moments = real(Beam.Young)*Beam.Width*1/3*(Main.NAxis.y4^3 - 
Main.NAxis.y3^3) + ... 
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                     real(Pzt.Young)*Pzt.Width*1/3*(Main.NAxis.y3^3 - (-
(Main.NAxis.y1 + Main.NAxis.y2))^3) + ... 
                     real(Epoxy.Young)*Epoxy.Width*1/3*(Main.NAxis.y3^3 - 
Main.NAxis.y5^3); 
% End Neutral Axis 
 

















% This is a simple function to enhance efficiency in scripting.  
% It makes use of the built in function INPUT and includes a option for a 
% default value if user returns an empty value. 
% 
% OUTPUT = MYINPUT(STRING, DEFAULT_VALUE, ALLOWED RANGE) 
% 
% STRING is the prompt 
% DEFAULT_VALUE is the assumed value returned if user returns an empty 
% matrix. If user does not select a default value, the default value is set 
% as an empty matrix. 
% ALLOWED_RANGE is a VECTOR of the allowed values OUTPUT can be, if the 
% input value is not in the ALLOWED_RANGE, DEFAULT_VALUE is set, leave 
% ALLOWED_RANGE empty to maintain ability to accept all values. 
% 
% note: default value does not have to be within allowed range 
% ========================================================================= 
 
function output = myinput(string1,default1, allowed_range) 
 
if nargin == 1; 
    default1 = []; 
elseif (nargin == 0)|(nargin > 3) 
    error('Error: Input parameters.') 
end 
 
y = input(string1); 
 
if isempty(y) 
    y = default1; 
elseif (~isempty(y))&(nargin==3) 
    temp = find(y==allowed_range); 
    if isempty(temp); 
        y = default1; 
    end 
end 
 





% This script file YesNo.m is to ask a yes or no question and returns 
% either 1 ot 0. 
% 
% OUTPUT = YESNO(stringdisp); 
% 
% [stringdisp] is displayed to guide user in selection 
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% 
% Returns 1 if "Yes", Returns 0 if "No" 
% 
% 'y', 'Y' & '0' = Yes 
% All others characters = No 
% 
% see function 'popmenu'. 
% ========================================================================= 
function output = yesno(stringdisp); 
 
a = input([stringdisp ' [Y/N]:'], 's'); 
 
if strcmp(lower(a), 'y')|strcmp(lower(a), '0'); 
    output = 1; 
else 






% This is a simple function that utilizes the uigetfile function. Loads a 
% file as ascii numbers. This script uses the "load" function. 
% TO USE WITH FUNCTION TO_FILE.M 
% 
% [OUTPUT, selected_file] = from_file(n,string1); 
% 
% [string1] is the complete path and filename. (or figure name if input 
% includes n. 
% 
% [selected_file] is the pathname and filename of the selected file. 
% 
% If *.mat file is selected, the function is terminated and a output of NaN 
% is generated. 
% 
% If an ascii file is selected, the following assumes: 
% - Program searches for a file within the same directory that has the same 
% filename with extension 'i', or '.txt'. (eg 'test.txt' ==> 'test.i') 
% - If file is found, the '.i', file is loaded as the complex portion of 
% the numeric data loaded from the '.txt' file. 
% ========================================================================= 
 
function [output, selected_file] = from_file(string1, string2); 
 
if (nargin == 2); 
    [filename, pathname] = uigetfile( ... 
    {'*.*',  'All Files (*.*)'}, ... 
    string2); 
    [file_name, file_ext] = file_split(filename); 
elseif (nargin == 0); 
    [filename, pathname] = uigetfile( ... 
    {'*.*',  'All Files (*.*)'}, ... 
    'File Select'); 
    [file_name, file_ext] = file_split(filename); 
elseif (nargin == 1) 
    if ~(exist(string1)==2) 
        error('File not found.') 
    end 
    [pathname, file_name, file_ext] = file_split(string1); 
end 
 
filename = ([file_name '.' file_ext]); 
 
if (strcmp('mat', lower(file_ext))) 
    disp('File selected is a Matlab *.Mat file. No action taken.'); 
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    output = NaN; 
elseif (strcmp('i', lower(file_ext))) 
    output = load([pathname filename], '-ascii')*i; 
    file_real = ([pathname file_name '.txt']) 
    if (exist(file_real)==2) 
        output2 = load([file_real], '-ascii'); 
        output = output + output2; 
    end 
else 
    output = load([pathname filename], '-ascii'); 
    file_complex = ([pathname file_name '.i']); 
    if (exist(file_complex)==2) 
        output2 = load([file_complex], '-ascii'); 
        output = output + output2*i; 
    end 
end 
 
if (nargout == 2) 






% This is a simple function that utilizes the dlmwrite function. Saves a 
% matrix to a ascii file.  
% TO USE WITH FUNCTION FROM_FILE.M 
% 
% to_file(filename, s); 
% 
% [filename] is the complete path and filename.  
% s is the matrix we want to save. 
% 
% Real components of the matrix is saved as specified by the filename. 
% Imaginery components of the matrix is saved into another file, with same 
% filename but extension 'i'. 
% ========================================================================= 
 
function to_file(filename, s, protect); 
 
if (nargin < 2)|(nargin > 3) 
    error('Error: Input arguments') 
end 
 
if (nargin == 2) 
    protect = 'y'; 
end 
 
[file_name, file_ext] = file_split(filename); 
 
if (strcmp('mat', lower(file_ext))) 
    disp('File extension *.mat is reserved for Matlab mat files. File extension 
renamed to "*.txt".') 
    file_ext = 'txt'; 
    filename = ([file_name '.' file_ext]); 
end 
 
if ~strcmp(lower(protect), 'n') 
    if (exist(filename)==2) 
        button = questdlg([filename ' already exists. Do you want to replace 
it?'], ... 
            'Overwrite File?', 'Yes','No','No'); 
         
        if strcmp(button,'Yes') 
            delete(filename); 
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            if (exist([file_name '.i'])==2) 
                disp('Complex part file found! File deleted (and replaced)!'); 
                delete([file_name '.i']); 
            end 
        end 
         
        if strcmp(button,'No') 
            error('Aborted by user.') 
        end 




[tx,ty] = size(s); 
if (tx == 1) & (ty > tx) 




    dlmwrite(filename, s, '\t') 
elseif ~isreal(s) 
    dlmwrite(filename, real(s), '\t') 






% Function to split an input string (filename) into 3 output: 
% 1 - the path name if available, ends with '\' 
% 2 - the file name without extension only 
% 3 - the file extension only 
%  
% It recognises the file extension as the string after the period(.). 
% It recognises the begining of the filename after the last forward slash 
% (\). 
% If file does not have an extension, an empty string is returned for file 
% extension. 
% 
% =======================     Inputs    ======================= 
% [file_name, file_ext] = file_split(filename) 
% 




function [file_path, file_name, file_ext] = file_split(filename) 
 
if (isnumeric(filename) == 1); 
    error('Input must be a valid filename(string).') 
end 
 
pos1 = 0; pos2 = 0; 
for aa = 1:length(filename); 
    if (filename(aa) == char('.')); 
        pos1 = aa; 
    elseif (filename(aa) == char('\')); 
        pos2 = aa; 




    file_path = ''; 
    if (pos1 ~= 0); 
        file_name = filename(1:pos1-1); 
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        file_ext = filename(pos1+1:end); 
    elseif (pos1 == 0); 
        file_name = filename; 
        file_ext = ''; 
    end 
elseif (pos2~=0) 
    file_path = filename(1:pos2); 
    if (pos1 ~= 0); 
        file_name = filename(pos2+1:pos1-1); 
        file_ext = filename(pos1+1:end); 
    elseif (pos1 == 0); 
        file_name = filename(pos2+1:pos1-1); 
        file_ext = ''; 
    end 
end 
 
if nargout == 2; 
    file_path = file_name; 
    file_name = file_ext; 
elseif nargout == 1; 






% Convert values in decibel to double 
% 
% OUTPUT = db2dbl(A, REF) 
% 
% where A is in decibel and REF is the reference value. 
% If REF is left omitted, it is assumed to be 20e-6 (ie Threshold of 
% hearing in pascal). 
% 
% To obtain decibel: A [db] = 20*log(P/REF) 
% 
% See also DBL2DB 
% ========================================================================= 
 
function output = db2dbl(a, b) 
 
if nargin == 1 
    b = 20e-6; % threshold of hearing in pascal 
end 
 





% Convert values in double to decibel 
% 
% OUTPUT = dbl2db(A, REF) 
% 
% where A is in double and REF is the reference value. 
% If REF is left omitted, it is assumed to be 20e-6 (ie Threshold of 
% hearing in pascal). 
% 
% To obtain decibel: A [db] = 20*log(P/REF) 
% 
% See also DB2DBL 
% ========================================================================= 
 
function output = dbl2db(a, b) 
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if nargin == 1 
    b = 20e-6; % threshold of hearing in pascal 
end 
 






% OUTPUT = rnd(n,m) 
% 
% function that rounds number n to the nearest multiple of m. 
% e.g rnd(10.345, 0.1) = 10.3;  
%     rnd(12.49 + 17.32i,5) = 10 + 20i;  
%     rnd(12.5,2) = 12; 
% ========================================================================= 
 
function output = rnd(n,m) 
 
if nargin == 1; 
    m = 1; 
elseif (nargin > 2)|(nargin == 0) 




    error('"m" must be a real number.') 
end 
 





% Convert sound measurements in decibel to pascal 
% OUTPUT = sdb2pa(sdb) 
% where sdb is sound measurement in decibel.  
% Sound level reference is 20e-6 (threshold of hearing) 
% ========================================================================= 
 
function output = sdb2pa(sdb) 
 
threshold_of_hearing = 20e-6; 
 






% Convert sound measurements in pascal to decibel 
% OUTPUT = spa2db(sdb) 
% Where spa is sound measurement in pascal.  
% Sound level reference is 20e-6 (threshold of hearing) 
% ========================================================================= 
 
function output = spa2db(spa) 
 
threshold_of_hearing = 20e-6; 
 
output = 20*log10(spa/threshold_of_hearing); 
 









LabVIEWTM *.vi Image File 
 




LabVIEW™ is a popular graphical development software used by various educational and 
research institutes for creating interfaces with physical measuring devices. 
 
Control of VPZT by LabVIEW™ 
 
A flow chart indicating the process is illustrated in Figure D1. 
 
 
Figure D1: Flow chart illustration of laser vibrometer input measurements to VPZT output 
PZT bimorph
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Samples to hold 
User input: 
Analog I/O configurations: 
Sampling frequency 
Input low/high limit 
Output low/high limit 
Permissible range of output 
 
Experimental configurations: 
Laser vibrometer measurement 
(velocity/displacement) 
Excitation signal frequency 
Gain at band-pass filter 
 
Control feedback configurations: 
Control feedback method 
Gain amplitude, k 
Time delay 
Yes
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The front panel of the LabVIEW™ *.vi is shown in Figure D2 and the *.vi itself is shown in 
Figure D3. The amplitude filter implemented within LabVIEW™ is shown in Figure D4.  
 
Figure D2: Front panel of LabVIEW™ *.vi for controlling feedback loop 
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Figure D3: *.vi used in controlling PZTV  control feedback 
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Figure D4: Amplitude filter implemented using LabVIEW™ 
 
 
